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Summary

In the first chapter, a class of random periodic Schwartz distributions is introduced, some

examples, elementary properties and a characterization result are studied and, three appli-

cations are presented. A random Schwartz periodic distribution is, for us, just a function

defined in a complete probability space and taking values in the space of Schwartz distribu-

tions over the line, that are left invariant by an integer translation, endowed with the natural

algebraic and topological structures.

The second chapter deals, primarily, with an extension of the methods of Kahane, as

applied to the brownian sheet, in what concerns analogs of the rapid points. After presenting

the brownian sheet process, by way of gaussian white noise, some results, on the local behavior

of this process and for some other processes associated with the sheet, are derived using the

Schauder series representation.

In the third chapter, we prove a formula essentially due to Frostman, we look at the

behavior at infinity of the Fourier transform of some remarkable functions and measures and,

finally, we study the asymptotic behavior of the second moment of the Fourier transform of

a random measure that appears in the theory of multiplicative chaos.

In the last chapter, a class of random tempered distributions on the line is introduced

by considering random series, in the usual Hermite functions, having as coefficients random

variables which satisfy certain growth conditions. This class, is shown to be exactly the class

of random Schwartz distributions having a mean. We present also a study, on a possible

converse of a result on brownian distributions, that leads to a moment problem.
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Preface

... In the field of mathematics in general, it is mostly

by reading the works of other scholars that one comes

upon ideas for one’s independent research.

S. Kovalevskaya

in The mathematics of Sonya Kovalevskaya by Roger Cooke,

Springer Verlag, New York 1984.

...pour que le disciple puisse donner sa mesure

il doit s’arracher à l’emprise de son Mâıtre.

Elie Wiesel

in Célébration hassidique by Elie Wiesel, Seuil, Paris 1972.

This dissertation has four chapters, each one dealing with particular instances of the idea

expressed in the title.

In the first chapter, we study the class of random periodic distributions having a first

moment, using the Fourier series representation for such objects. This is done, after showing

that this representation holds in a reasonable sense for the class of random distributions

under consideration. In the fourth chapter, we present a study similar to the one presented

in chapter one, but this time, using the Hermite series representation for random tempered

distributions. This first and fourth chapters contain material related to paragraph I.3, of the

plan of work for the thesis studies, which reads:

Des questions un peu plus abstraites se posent quand nous prennons comme point de départ,

pour l’étude des processus gaussiens généralisés, le cadre que l’on peut abstraire de l’exposé

sur les distributions browniennes fait par J.-P. Kahane...

The second chapter, deals with the study of some local properties of the brownian sheet

using the Schauder series representation of this process. The problem considered is stated,

in the plan of work referred above, in the following form.

xi



xii PREFACE

L’existence de versions continues pour certains processus gaussiens stationnaires, sur la

droite ou le tore, permet l’explicitation de comportements locaux différents et une classification

des points de chaque trajectoire en points rapides, ordinaires et lents. Peut-on obtenir une

classification semblable pour des processus gaussiens plus généraux?

Finally, in the third chapter, we study the asymptotic behavior of the second moment

of a random measure using, for that purpose, some remarks on the asymptotic behavior of

functions and measures in euclidean space. The problem addressed is stated, again, in the

plan of work, as quoted below.

Dans le cadre um peu plus large, où l’on considère le comportement à l’infini des trans-

formés de Fourier des mesures aléatoires qui apparaissent dans l’étude des multiplications

aléatoires itérées, on a des espoirs, basés sur des résultats positifs dans quelques cas partic-

uliers.

The text presented in the following has, as its main sources and references, the publications

that we now indicate in some detail. The first chapter is a rearrangement of the articles

Sur une classe de distributions aléatoires périodiques and A characterization of the class of

random periodic distributions having a mean ([14] and [15] respectively) 1. The idea, to study

the harmonic analysis of random Fourier Schwartz series, came from [31]. In this text, some

properties of such random series are evoked in the context of random point masses on the

circle.

The fourth chapter, is a faithful reproduction of the article On the space of random tempered

distributions having a mean [18]. It is a natural complement to the first chapter, as an

extension to the random tempered distributions’ context of the harmonic analysis already

done for random periodic distributions. The first reference to the crucial example presented

is, of course, [30].

The main part of the second chapter is a fusion of the articles On the local behavior of the

brownian sheet and Points of rapid oscillation for the brownian sheet via Fourier Schauder

series representation([16] and [17] respectively). ,The presentations of the brownian sheet in

the introduction as well as the remark on the tensorial brownian process in the appendix,

were written for this dissertation. Our aim, not yet attained, is to mimic, for the brownian

sheet, the study of the local behavior of the Wiener process as done in [31].

Finally, the third chapter is taken from the article The asymptotic behavior of the second

moment of a random measure [19]. The main root of this work is the text in [32].

1The numbers in brackets, point to bibliographic references completely identified in the

Bibliography.
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CHAPTER I

On the class of random periodic distributions

having a mean

1. Summary

A class of random periodic Schwartz distributions is introduced, some examples and ele-

mentary properties are studied and three applications are presented.

In order to define a random objet we follow [31, p. 9]. A random Schwartz periodic distri-

bution is just a function defined in Ω (where (Ω,A, P) is a complete probability space) and

taking values in D′
(R/Z). This last space, can be taken as the set of Schwartz distributions

over R which are left invariant by an integer translation, endowed with the natural algebraic

and topological structures. D′
(R/Z) is isomorphic to the space of sequences (indexed by Z)

of slow growth at infinity ([55, p. 225], [65, II, p. 69]).

For a random distribution T , subjected to some measurability condition, there exists two

random variables A and K, defined in Ω and taking values in R+ and R respectively, and

such that if, for all ω in Ω and n in Z, we denote by < T (ω), e2πinx > the Fourier coefficient

at the frequency n, of the Schwartz distribution T (ω), we have:

| < T (ω), e2πinx > | ≤ A(ω) (1 + |n|)K(ω) .

The class of random Schwartz distributions under study is obtained by taking A in L1(Ω) and

K having an upper bound. These conditions are equivalent to the one obtained by supposing

that the sequence (E[| < T (ω), e2πinx > |])n∈Z (where E denotes the expectation in (Ω,A, P))

is of slow growth at infinity. This equivalence is proved in theorem 2.1.

In the second section, we show that the class introduced contains, as examples, some clas-

sic random objects such as the ”random point-masses on the circle” ([31, p. 109]) and the

brownian motions (classical of Wiener and Lévy and fractional of Kolmogoroff and Mandel-

brot). In order to verify the assertion just made, on the brownian motions, we prove that a

random process, with trajectories in a Banach space, which is continuously embedded in the

1



2 I. AMENABLE PERIODIC DISTRIBUTIONS

Lebesgue space L1([0, 1]), may be used to define, by periodic repetition, a random periodic

distribution with Fourier coefficients in the class under study. As a third kind of example,

we show that if we randomize by translation a classical Schwartz periodic distribution we

obtain, also, an element of the class.

In the third section, we present some simple results on the harmonic analysis, a result

on the statistics of the random periodic distributions introduced and a characterization of

the class under study. Namely, the uniqueness of the the representation by Fourier series,

derivation, expected value, with the correspondent representations by Fourier series and, the

crucial result that shows that the class of random distributions introduced is, exactly, the class

of random periodic distributions having a mean. For illustration, we compute the Fourier

series of the expected value of a classical Schwartz distribution randomized by translation.

There are three applications in the fourth section. The first one is an extension, to the class

introduced, of the Fourier method for building particular solutions for ordinary differential

equations with constant coefficients. The second application, deals with the computation of

the Fourier coefficients of the fractional brownian motions using a stochastic integral with

respect to the white noise gaussian Fourier series. Finally, using this last result, we build

a particular solution for a generalized Langevin equation in which the second member is a

fractional brownian motion.

In the appendix, we prove that the following condition is sufficient for a random distribution

T to belong to the class under scrutiny: ”for some p in the interval ]1,+∞[, the sequence

of p-moments ((E[| < T (ω), e2πinx > |p])1/p)n∈Z is of slow growth”. This result is, of course,

weaker than the result stated in theorem 2.1 but the proof is quite different and could be of

independent interest. In order to control the growth of the random variables < T, e2πinx >

we use a natural random variable and the proof that this random variable is integrable is the

main issue. To that end, an associated stopping time is of crucial importance.

2. Introduction

2.1. Notation. Let (Ω,A, P) be a probability space which we will suppose to be a com-

plete probability space. Let us denote by M, the space of random variables defined in Ω

and taking values in C and by MZ, the space of sequences of elements of M, indexed by the

integers Z. For an element A, of M, we will denote:

E[|A|] =
∫

Ω

|A|dP .



2. INTRODUCTION 3

Let Cm be the subspace of MZ defined by:

Cm = {(Cn)n∈Z ∈ MZ : (∃A ∈ M , A ≥ 0 , E[A] < +∞) (∃k ∈ Z)

(∀n ∈ Z) |Cn| ≤ A(1 + |n|)k a.s. on Ω} .(1)

2.2. A first characterization of the class of distributions under study. To begin

with, we will look at two conditions which describe completely this space, the last one being

a condition which can be easily verified. Next, a random periodic distribution T , will be

associated to an arbitrary element (Cn)n∈Z of Cm, by taking the Cn, for n in Z, as the Fourier

coefficients of T .

Theorem 2.1. Consider (Cn)n∈Z, the following conditions are equivalent :

(1) (Cn)n∈Z ∈ Cm .

(2) There exists an integrable random variable A and another one K bounded, defined on

Ω, such that:

(∀n ∈ Z) |Cn| ≤ A (1 + |n|)K a.s. on Ω .

(3) The sequence (E[|Cn|])n∈Zis a sequence of slow growth, or, otherwise stated:

(∃a ≥ 0) (∃k ∈ Z) (∀n ∈ Z) E[|Cn|] ≤ a (1 + |n|)k .

Proof. Proposition (2) is a trivial consequence of (1), by taking for K, a constant random

variable. The conditions taken on A and K in proposition (2), allow us to write:

(∀n ∈ Z) E[|Cn|] ≤ E[A] (1 + |n|)k ,

where k denotes an upper bound of the random variable K. This shows that (3) follows from

(2). The fact that (3) ⇒ (1) is obtained as follows. Let (3) be valid and take α > 1. We have

then:

(∀n ∈ Z) E[
|Cn|

(1 + |n|)k+α
] ≤ a

(1 + |n|)α
.

As a consequence we get:

E[
∑
n∈Z

|Cn|
(1 + |n|)k+α

] < +∞ .

The random variable

A =
∑
n∈Z

|Cn|
(1 + |n|)k+α

,

is then almost surely real and integrable and

(∀n ∈ Z)
|Cn|

(1 + |n|)k+α
≤ A a.s. on Ω ,

from which the desired results follows.
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Remark 1. In the appendix, we present the proof of a result which is weaker then (3) ⇒
(1). In this proof, the random variable A is built by using a classical stopping time.

The main difficulty with this approach is to prove that A is integrable. We believe that

the technique used has an independent interest.

It is possible now, to associate, to an arbitrary element (Cn)n∈Z of the space Cm, a random

periodic distribution having period 1, ([31, p. 9]) that is to say, an element of (D′
(R/Z))Ω,

defined almost surely on Ω by:

T (ω) =
∑
n∈Z

Cn(ω)e2πinx .

Conversely, if T belongs to (D′
(R/Z))Ω and has as Fourier-Schwartz coefficients:

(∀n ∈ Z) (∀ω ∈ Ω) CT
n (ω) =< T (ω), e−2πinx > ,

and if the sequence (Cn)n∈Z is in the space Cm, then, the random periodic distribution:

V =
∑
n∈Z

CT
n e2πinx .

coincides with T , almost surely on Ω.

The class of random periodic distributions, which is the object of the study presented in

the following, is thus defined by the conditions stated in Theorem 2.1, conditions applied to

the sequence of Fourier-Schwartz coefficients of the random distribution.

3. Examples of random periodic Distributions

Point masses on the circle, (classical and fractional) brownian processes and classical Schw-

artz distributions randomized by translation.

3.1. Random point masses on the circle. We consider (εj)j∈N∗ a Rademacher stan-

dard sequence, that is, a sequence of independent random variables defined on Ω and taking

only the values +1 or −1 with the same probability. We consider also (θj)j∈N∗ , a sequence

of independent random variables defined on Ω, taking values in [0, 1] and, having all the

uniform distribution. We suppose that the distribution of the first sequence is independent

of the distribution of the second one. Finally, we consider (mj)j∈N∗ a sequence of nonnegative

numbers, the masses, such that:
∞∑

j=1

m2
j < +∞ .

Let now T ∈ D′
(R/Z), be the random periodic distribution defined by:

(∀ω ∈ Ω) T (ω) = lim
N→+∞

N∑
j=1

εj(ω)mjδθj(ω) .
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We have that:

(∀n ∈ Z) CT
n = lim

N→+∞

N∑
j=1

εjmje
−2πinθj a.s. on Ω .

Each one of the CT
n is a random variable. In fact, it is given as a simple limit, defined almost

surely on Ω, of a sequence of random variables. The sequence CT
n is in the class Cm, as a

result of an application of theorem 2.1 to the following fact:

(∀n ∈ Z) E[|CT
n |] ≤ (E[|CT

n |2])1/2 ≤ (
∞∑

j=1

m2
j)

1/2 < +∞ .

3.2. The brownian processes. We start by establishing a theorem that gives a con-

dition ensuring that a random distribution with function trajectories has the correspondent

Fourier coefficients in the space Cm. Consider B a separable Banach space, subspace of

L1([0, 1],B, dx), such that the natural injection is a continuous map. Let T be defined on Ω

and taking its values in B, be a vectorial random variable. That means that, E being the

norm topology on B, we have T−1(E) ⊂ A where, we recall, A is the given σ-algebra on Ω

(see [31, p. 3] or [20, p. 14]).

Theorem 3.1. ∫
Ω

||T (ω)||BdP(ω) < +∞ ⇒ (CT
n )n∈Z ∈ Cm .

Proof. B being a Polish space is a standard space ([20, p. 15, I.42]) and, as a consequence,

T is given as a simple limit, in B, of a sequence of simple functions, otherwise stated: T is

measurable or strongly measurable. Being so, T is also weakly P measurable ([9, p. 41]) and,

as by the hypothesis made L∞ ⊂ B∗, we have that: for each n ∈ Z, CT
n =< T, e−2πinx > is a

numeric random variable. As a consequence of the conditions taken on T , we have that T is

a Bochner integrable random variable.The following easy estimate:

(∀n ∈ Z) E[|CT
n |] =

∫
Ω

|
∫ 1

0

T (ω)e−2πinxdx |dP(ω) ≤

≤
∫

Ω

||T (ω)||L1([0,1])dP(ω) ≤ m

∫
Ω

||T (ω)||BdP(ω) < +∞ ,(2)

with m being a constant, shows that the conclusion of the theorem holds.

We will see now that the preceding theorem can be applied to the brownian processes. We

will have then proved that these brownian processes define random distributions, in the class

under study, with no calculation of the correspondent Fourier coefficients, done, with that

purpose.

Observe, incidentally, that we will establish an asymptotic formula for these Fourier coeffi-

cients in subsection 5.1, as a preliminary remark on the construction of a particular solution

for a generalized Langevin equation.
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Consider the generalization of the Wiener process, given by a gaussian process, Xγ =

(Xγ
t )t∈[0,1], taking complex values and, verifying:

(∀s, t ∈ [0, 1]) E[|Xγ
t − Xγ

s |2] = |t − s|γ .(3)

The construction of such processes is known for γ ∈]0, 2](see [31, p. 136, 263, 279]). For

γ = 1, it is the Wiener process or the classical brownian process and for γ �= 1, these process

are the fractional brownian processes . The random distribution Xγ defined on Ω by the

map that associates to each ω ∈ Ω the (continuous) trajectory (Xγ
t (ω))t∈[0,1], has its Fourier

coefficients in the class Cm. This follows as a consequence of the next result.

Theorem 3.2. The Banach space B = C0([0, 1]) ∼= C0(R/Z), with the norm given by:

(∀f ∈ B) ||f ||B = sup
t∈[0,1]

|f(t)| ,

verifies the hypothesis made for theorem 3.1 and:∫
Ω

||Xγ
t ||B dP < +∞ .

Proof. We will apply Dudley theorem on the existence of continuous versions for gaussian

processes. (See [31, p. 219]). On [0, 1] we introduce the semimetric given by:

d(s, t) = E[|Xγ
s − Xγ

t |2])
1
2 = |t − s| γ

2 .

Denote by Nd(ε), the minimum number of balls having radius ε, for the semimetric d, which

are needed to cover [0, 1]. Following Dudley,∫
Ω

||Xγ
t ||B dP ≤ cte (

∫ +∞

0

√
log(Nd(ε)) dε + inf

t∈[0,1]
E[|Xγ

t |2]
1
2 ) .

In order to conclude, it is enough to prove that the entropy integral (in the right-hand side

of the inequality) is convergent. Observe that, the convergence issue for this integral is in

the inferior limit of integration, namely, on zero. The property which defines d, that is (3),

has as a consequence that, for t ∈ [0, 1], the ball centered at t and with ε as radius for the

semimetric d, coincides, with the ball centered at t with ε2/γ as radius for the usual distance

on [0, 1]. We have then to study, for some constant c > 1, the integral:∫ c

0

√
log(Nd(ε)) dε ≤

∫ c

0

√
log(

1
2ε2/γ

) dε .

The change of variable, given by 2ε2/γ = e−x, leads to the study of an integral which converges

as soon as the integral: ∫ +∞

c′

√
x e−

γ
2 xdx ,

converges. This happens as long as γ > 0.
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3.3. Classical Schwartz distributions randomized by translation. Let F be a ran-

dom variable defined on Ω and taking values in [0, 1]. Consider f , a Schwartz periodic

distribution having 1 as period (this will be denoted by f ∈ D′
(R/Z)). Define the random

distribution T ∈ (D′
(R/Z))Ω by:

(∀ω ∈ Ω) T (ω) = τF (ω)f ,

where τa, for a ∈ [0, 1], is the classic translation operator. We then have (CT
n )n∈Z ∈ Cm. In

fact,

CT
n = < τF f, e−2πinx >=< f, τ−F e−2πinx >=< f, e−2πin(x+F ) >

= e−2πinF < f, e−2πinx >= e−2πinF f̂(n) .(4)

As f ∈ D′
, the sequence (f̂(n))n∈Z, of the correspondent Fourier coefficients, is of slow growth.

As for n in Z, CT
n differs from f̂(n) by a factor of modulus 1, the announced result is thus

verified. The next section will present an interesting statistical property of these random

distributions.

4. Properties

Uniqueness of the Fourier series representation for a random periodic distribution. Deriva-

tion and harmonic analysis of the derivative. The mean of a random periodic distribution.

4.1. The uniqueness of the Fourier Schwartz representation. The results pre-

sented next, which are essential for the applications, are given an easy formulation in the

context of the random distributions whose coefficients belong to the class Cm.

Theorem 4.1. Let T be a random distribution which has its Fourier coefficients in the

space Cm. The following propositions are equivalent:

(1) T = 0D′ (R/Z) a.s. on Ω .

(2) (∀n ∈ Z) CT
n = 0 a.s. on Ω .

Proof. Suppose that (2) is verified. For each n ∈ Z, consider Ωn a measurable subset of

Ω such that P[Ωn] = 1 and CT
n = 0 on Ωn. The set Ω∗ =

⋂
n∈Z

Ωn is measurable and verifies

P[Ω∗] = 1. Naturally we have:

(∀n ∈ Z) (∀ω ∈ Ω∗) CT
n (ω) = 0 .

Besides, at least on Ω∗, we have that:

(∀ϕ ∈ C∞(R/Z)) < T, ϕ >=
∑
n∈Z

CT
n ϕ̂(−n) = 0 .
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Thus showing that T is, almost surely, equal to zero on Ω. Suppose now that (1) is verified.

We will then have that, on the set Ω1 ⊂ Ω, which we can take measurable and verifying

P[Ω1] = 1:

(∀n ∈ Z) CT
n =< T, e−2πinx >= 0 ,

This can be read as saying that the Fourier coefficients are, random variables, almost surely

equal to zero.

Corollary 4.2. For T and V , random periodic distributions having, (CT
n )n∈Z and (CV

n )n∈Z

respectively, the sequences of the correspondent Fourier coefficients in the class Cm, we have

the following equivalent propositions.

(1) T = V a.s. on Ω .

(2) (∀n ∈ Z) CT
n = CV

n a.s. on Ω .

Proof. It is enough to check that T − V ∈ (D′
(R/Z))Ω and that

(∀n ∈ Z) CT−V
n = CT

n − CV
n a.s. on Ω ,

which is obviously verified.

4.2. The derivative of a random periodic distribution. Given a random distribu-

tions T ∈ (D′
(R/Z))Ω, is is natural to define T

′
, the derivative of T , as the random distribu-

tion that, for each ω ∈ Ω, associates the derivative, in the usual sense of the derivative of a

distribution, of T (ω). More precisely, we have the following definition.

Definition 4.1. The derivative of a random distribution T is, by definition, the random

distribution T
′
, given by:

(∀ω ∈ Ω)(∀ϕ ∈ C∞(R/Z) < T
′
(ω), ϕ >= − < T (ω), ϕ

′
> .

The following easy theorem shows that the class of random distributions under study is

stable by derivation.

Theorem 4.3. Let T ∈ (D′
(R/Z))Ω having the corresponding Fourier coefficients in the

space Cm. Then T
′
, the derivative of T , has as Fourier coefficients the sequence defined by:

(∀n ∈ Z) CT
′

n = 2πinCT
n ,

this sequence being also in the space Cm.

Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of the definitions. In fact:

(∀n ∈ Z) CT
′

n =< T
′
, e−2πinx >= − < T, (e−2πinx)

′
>= 2πinCT

n .
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In order to show the last statement made in the theorem, consider A, a non negative integrable

random variable, such that for k, an integer, we have

(∀n ∈ Z) |CT
n | ≤ A(1 + |n|)k a.s. on Ω .

Observing that:

(∀n ∈ Z) |CT
′

n | ≤ (2πA)(1 + |n|)(k+1) a.s. on Ω ,

the result announced is seen to be true.

4.3. The mean of a random periodic distribution. The study of the first moments

of an usual random variable is useful is most applications. In the context of periodic random

distributions under study one can always define a first generalized moment, that is, a mean.

The following definition is similar to the one that is written, for instance, in the classic

reference [23].

Definition 4.2. Let T be a periodic random distribution. T , is said to admit the classic

Schwartz distribution T ∈ D′
(R/Z) as a mean, if and only if:

(1) (∀ϕ ∈ C∞(R/Z)) < T, ϕ > ∈ M∩ L1(Ω) .

(2) (∀ϕ ∈ C∞(R/Z)) E[< T, ϕ >] =< T, ϕ > .

A random distribution having a mean will be called Amenable1.

Theorem 4.4 (On the mean of random distributions). Consider T , a random pe-

riodic distribution, such that the corresponding sequence of Fourier coefficients is in the class

Cm. Then, T admits

T =
∑
n∈Z

E[CT
n ]e2πinx ,

as a mean.

Proof. From the definition, it is clear that if T admits T as a mean, then, this mean

is unique. As a consequence, we have only to verify that T , given in the statement of the

theorem, is a mean for T . The sequence (E[CT
n ])n∈Z is a sequence of slow growth, as a

result of the hypothesis taken and, thus, defines a random periodic Schwartz distribution.

Let ϕ ∈ C∞(R/Z) be an arbitrary test function. From Parseval formula , we get that:

< T, ϕ >=
∑
n∈Z

CT
n ϕ̂(−n) a.s. on Ω .

1Amenable: capable of, or agreeable to, being tested, tried, analyzed, etc.
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As this series converges, absolutely and almost surely on Ω, we have that condition (1), of

the definition, is verified and, moreover, that:

E[< T, ϕ >] =
∑
n∈Z

E[CT
n ]ϕ̂(−n) =<

∑
n∈Z

E[CT
n ]e2πinx, ϕ > ,

as wanted.

We next show that the property of having a mean characterizes the class i.e., the random

periodic Schwartz distributions having an expected value are, exactly, those in the class

introduced.

Theorem 4.5 (A characterization of amenable random distributions). Let

T be a random measurable periodic Schwartz distribution, such that :

∀ϕ ∈ C∞(Π) < T, ϕ >∈ L1(Ω) .

Then T, is in the class Cm.

Proof. Let us show first, using the closed graph theorem, that the map ΛT , defined for

every ϕ ∈ C∞(Π) by ΛT (ϕ) =< T, ϕ >, is continuous from C∞(Π) into L1(Ω). As almost

surely, T is a random periodic distribution if, (ϕl)l∈N is a sequence of test functions converging

to zero in C∞(Π) then, the sequence of random variables (Ul)l∈N, defined for l ∈ N, by:

Ul =< T, ϕl > ,

converges a.s. to zero. So, this sequence (Ul)l∈N, converges also in probability to zero.

Now, suppose that (Ul)l∈N converges to U in L1(Ω). Then, the sequence converges also in

probability to U and so, U = 0. By the closed graph theorem, [53, p. 51] the map ΛT is

continuous. Taking in account the topologies of C∞(Π) and L1(Ω), the continuity of ΛT can

be expressed in the following way:

∃k ∈ N, ck > 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C∞(Π) || < T, ϕ > ||L1(Ω) ≤ ck sup
n∈Z

(1 + |n|)kϕ̂n .(5)

As a second step, we use the sequence of Rademacher functions [67, p. 212 ], defined in [0, 1],

by:

∀t ∈ [0, 1] ∀n ∈ N rn(t) = sign(sin(2n+1πt)) .

And, we also consider s(Z), the space of rapidly decreasing complex sequences with the

topology induced by the quasi-norms |.|k k ∈ N, which are defined for s = (sn)n∈Z, an

element of s(Z), by:

|s|k = sup
n∈Z

(1 + |n|)k|sn| .
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Then, for every t ∈ [0, 1], the map from s(Z) to s(Z) which associates, to each sequence

s ∈ s(Z), the sequence w = (wn)n∈Z, defined by:

∀n ∈ Z wn = r|n|(t)sn ,

is an homeomorphism such that:

∀k ∈ Z |w|k = |s|k .

As a consequence of this observation, of the expression of the continuity of ΛT given by (5)

and, of Parseval formula, we have that:

∃k ∈ N, ck > 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C∞(Π), ∀t ∈ [0, 1]

E|
+∞∑

n=−∞
r|n|(t)T̂−nϕ̂n| ≤ ck sup

n∈Z

(1 + |n|)kϕ̂n .
(6)

In the third step of the proof, we will show that the left-hand side of the inequality in (6)

can be replaced by the expression:

E[(
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2)

1
2 ] .

In order to do as stated, we observe that, as the sequence (ϕ̂n)n∈Z is rapidly decreasing and,

almost surely (T̂−n)n∈Z is a sequence of slow growth, we have almost surely:
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2 < +∞ .

Now, by the standard inequality for Rademacher functions [67, p. 213 ], we have, for some

constant c, a. s. :

(
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2)

1
2 ≤ c

∫ 1

0

|
+∞∑

n=−∞
r|n|(t)T̂−nϕ̂n|dt .

To conclude as desired, it is enough to apply Fubini theorem to get, for k, ck and ϕ as in (6),

that:

E[(
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2)

1
2 ] ≤ c ck sup

n∈Z

(1 + |n|)kϕ̂n .(7)

In the fourth step, we remark that the left-hand side of the inequality in 7, can be replaced

by:

E[
+∞∑

n=−∞

√
αn|T̂−n||ϕ̂n|] ,

where (αn)n∈Z is an arbitrary sequence of strictly positive numbers such that
∑n=+∞

n=−∞ αn = 1.

This statement results from the fact that, for almost every ω ∈ Ω, the expression:
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2 =

+∞∑
n=−∞

αn|T̂−n|2
|ϕ̂n|2
αn

,
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can be considered as an integral, over Z, of the function defined by:

∀n ∈ Z |T̂−n|2
|ϕ̂n|2
αn

,

with respect to the measure over (Z,P(Z)), that puts a mass αn on each integer n. Applying

Jensen inequality, to the convex function −√
x on the interval [0,+∞[, we have that a. s.:

(
+∞∑

n=−∞
|T̂−n|2|ϕ̂n|2)

1
2 ≥

+∞∑
n=−∞

αn|T̂−n|
|ϕ̂n|√

αn

.

As a consequence, for k, ck and ϕas in (6):

E[
+∞∑

n=−∞

√
αn|T̂−n||ϕ̂n|] ≤ c ck sup

n∈Z

(1 + |n|)k|ϕ̂n| .(8)

This expression shows that the sequence (E[|T̂−n|
√

αn])n∈Z is of slow growth at infinity. In

order to conclude now, it is enough to consider, for instance, the sequence (αn)n∈Z defined

by:

αn =


1
A

n = 0

1
n2A

n �= 0

where A = 1 + π2

3
. This sequence obviously satisfies the hypothesis made in the fourth step

and, it is clear that if with this sequence, (E[|T̂−n|
√

αn])n∈Z is a sequence of slow growth at

infinity then, (E[|T̂−n|])n∈Z is also of slow growth, thus showing that the random Schwartz

periodic distribution T is in the class Cm.

Remark 2 (Example on the mean of classic randomized distributions). With

the notations of example 3.3 above, consider µF the law of the random variable F . The

calculation of the Fourier coefficients of the Schwartz distribution, which is the mean of the

randomized periodic distribution, goes as follows.

(∀n ∈ Z) E[CT
n ] = f̂(n)E[e−2πinF ] = f̂(n)

∫
Ω

e−2πinF dP =

= f̂(n)
∫ 1

0

e−2πinxdµF (x) = f̂(n)µ̂F (n) .(9)

Observe now that, as f is a distribution and µF is a measure, the convolution of the two

f ∗ µF , is a well defined distributions whose Fourier coefficients verify:

(∀n ∈ Z) f̂ ∗ µF (n) = f̂(n)µ̂F (n) .

The preceding theorem and the observation just made, now show that T admits T = f ∗ µF

as a mean.

As a conclusion for this section, let us mention an immediate consequence of this theorem,

which will be useful later on.
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Corollary 4.6. Let T and V be random periodic distributions having the sequence of the

corresponding Fourier coefficients in the space Cm. Let α and β be complex numbers, T the

mean of T and V the mean of V . Then αT + βV admits αT + βV as a mean.

5. Applications

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a particular solution. The cal-

culation of the Fourier coefficients of the brownian processes. Construction of a particular

solution for a Langevin generalized solution.

The representation of distributions as a Fourier-Schwartz series, allows the construction of

particular solutions for ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients, by means of

a compatibility condition between, the roots of the polynomial which is naturally associated

with the differential operator in question and, the null Fourier-Schwartz coefficients of the

distribution appearing in the second member of the differential equation2. The compatibility

condition mentioned, also holds in the class of random periodic distributions under study.

This result is the purpose of theorem 5.1. But first, we are going to fix some notations.

We denote by P (z) =
∑r

k=0 akz
k, a polynomial in one complex variable having complex

coefficients. By induction, we define the following differential operators:

D0 = Id , D =
1

2πi

d

dt
, (∀k ≥ 2) Dk = D ◦ Dk−1 .

The factor (1/2πi), in the expression of D, is there with the only purpose of simplifying a

little the calculations. To P (z), a polynomial as above, we associate in one, and only one,

way the differential operator: P (D) =
∑r

k=0 akD
k.

Theorem 5.1 (On the existence of particular solutions). Let T be a random pe-

riodic distribution, such that (CT
n )n∈Z, the sequence of the correspondent Fourier coefficients,

is in Cm. The following propositions are equivalent.

(1) (∃V ∈ D′
(R/Z)Ω) (CV

n )n∈Z ∈ Cm et P (D)V = T a.s. on Ω .

(2) (∀n ∈ Z) P (n) = 0 ⇒ CT
n = 0 a.s. on Ω .

Proof. To begin with, suppose (1). Having P (D)V = T , the uniqueness of the represen-

tation in Fourier series allow us to write:

(∀n ∈ Z) CP (D)V
n = CT

n a.s. on Ω .

2See for instance [11, II, p. 126] or [12]. In this last reference we have shown that, by a local

change of the distribution in the second member of the differential equation, one can always get a

local representation in a Fourier-Schwartz series. In [13] it is shown how to use this technique for

solving a particular Cauchy problem.
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An easy calculation also shows that:

(∀n ∈ Z) CP (D)V
n = P (n)CV

n ,

Condition (2), as a consequence, is verified. Suppose now (2). Denote by Zp = {n1, ..., np} the

set of integer roots of the polynomial P (z). Let Λn1 , ...,Λnp
be p complex random variables

defined on Ω and integrable. Define now V , the particular solution of the differential equation

under study, by:

V =
∑

n∈Z−Zp

CT
n

P (n)
e2πinx +

p∑
k=1

Λnk
e2πinkx a.s. on Ω .

Set for simplicity:  (∀n ∈ Z − Zp) Cn = CT
n

P (n)
a.s. on Ω

(∀k ∈ {1, ..., p}) Cnk
= Λnk

on Ω

Let us show that the sequence (Cn)n∈Z is in the class Cm. By the hypotheses made, there

exist A ∈ L1(Ω), A being non negative and s ∈ Z, such that:

(∀n ∈ Z) |CT
n | ≤ A(1 + |n|)s a.s. on Ω .

It can also be seen easily, that there exists c ∈ R∗
+ such that, if r is the degree of the

polynomial P , then:

(∀n ∈ Z − Zp) | 1
P (n)

| ≤ c

(1 + |n|)r
.

As conclusion, it follows that:

(∀n ∈ Z − Zp) |Cn| ≤ cA(1 + |n|)s−r a.s. on Ω .

It order to take care of the set indexes n, in Zp, we can consider the integrable random

variable

Λ = sup
k∈{1,...,p}

|Λnk
|

(1 + |nk|)s−r

and get this other integrable random variable almost surely defined by:

A1 = sup(Λ, cA) .

It is easily verified that:

(∀n ∈ Z) |Cn| ≤ A1(1 + |n|)s−r a.s. on Ω .

For a conclusion of the proof, we just have to check that P (D)V = T , almost surely on Ω.

As we can write, V =
∑

n∈Z
Cne2πinx almost surely on Ω, we get almost surely:

P (D)V =
∑
n∈Z

P (n)e2πinx =
∑

n∈Z−Zp

CT
n e2πinx = T a.s. on Ω .

and this ends the proof of the theorem.
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The following easy result shows that, in order to obtain the mean of a solution which is a

random distribution, of an equation, such as the one referred to in the previous theorem, one

has only to solve the deterministic differential equation, having as second member, T , the

random distribution which is the mean of T .

Theorem 5.2. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, there exists V ∈ D′
(R/Z)

such that P (D)V = T on C∞(R/Z) and, such that, V admits V as a mean.

Proof. Knowing that the random distribution V admits V =
∑

n∈Z
E[CV

n ]e2πinx as a

mean, we have that on C∞(R/Z): .

P (D)V =
∑
n∈Z

P (n)E[CV
n ]e2πinx =

∑
n∈Z

E[P (n)CV
n ]e2πinx =

∑
n∈Z

E[CT
n ]e2πinx = T ,

thus ending the proof.

5.1. The asymptotic behavior of the Fourier coefficients of the brownian pro-

cesses. The asymptotic behavior of the Fourier coefficients of the fractional brownian pro-

cesses, introduced in the subsection 3.2, lays essentially on the representation of these pro-

cesses as images of white noise by convolution operators.

Theorem 5.3. For γ ∈]0, 2[ and γ �= 1 the process Xγ = (Xγ
t )t∈[0,1] admits the following

representation as a Fourier series.

(∀γ ∈]0, 1[) Xγ
t =

2t
1+γ
2

1 + γ
+

∑
n∈Z∗

g1(γ, n)
(2π|n|) 1+γ

2

Zne2πint ,

(∀γ ∈]1, 2[) Xγ
t =

2t
1+γ
2

1 + γ
+

∑
n∈Z∗

(
|n|
n

(γ − 1)
2i

g2(γ, n)
(2π|n|) 1+γ

2

− 1
2πin

)Zne2πint ,

The convergence of these series takes place for all t, almost surely on Ω where, for j = 1, 2,

(gj(γ, n))n∈Z is a sequence of complex numbers verifying:

(∀γ ∈]0, 1[) lim
n→

+
−∞

g1(γ, n) = Γ(
1 + γ

2
) exp(

−
+ i

(1 + γ)π
4

) ,

(∀γ ∈]1, 2[) lim
n→

+
−∞

g2(γ, n) = Γ(
γ − 1

2
) exp(

−
+ i

(γ − 1)π
4

) ,

and where (Zn)n∈Z is a normal sequence, that is, a sequence of independent centered gaussian

variables with variance one.

Proof. Take, as a starting point, the following alternative definition for the generalized

Wiener process Xγ for γ ∈]0, 2[ and γ �= 1:

(∀t ∈ [0, 1]) Xγ
t =

∫ t

0

1
(t − s)

1−γ
2

dX1
s a.s. on Ω ,(10)
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(see [31, p. 279] and [45]). In fact, the integral in the right-hand side of this equality is a

stochastic integral, with respect to the Wiener process, of a non random function and so, it

defines a gaussian random variable having the law N (0, tγ/γ). We also use the representation

of the Wiener process, as a random Fourier series, given by:

X1
t =

∑
n 
=0

Zn

2πin
e2πint + Z0t ,

where (Zn)n∈Z, is a normal sequence (see [31, p. 235] et [25, p. 23]). The integral represen-

tation 10 of the processXγ , can be interpreted as the convolution of the function fγ , defined

by:

(∀u ∈ [0, 1]) fγ(u) =
I]0,+∞[(u)

u
1−γ

2

,

with the random periodic distribution (X1)
′
, having as representation in a Fourier series

form, the series given by: ∑
n 
=0

Zne2πint + Z0 ,

series which converges in the sense of distributions (see [44, p. 355]). This interpretation, has

a consequence that the Fourier coefficients of Xγ are, for n ∈ Z∗, the corresponding Fourier

coefficients of fγ .

So, after a clear change of variables and after considering separately the case where n > 0

from the case where n < 0, we have:

(∀n ∈ Z∗) f̂γ(n) =
∫ 1

0

e−2πinu

u
1−γ

2

du =
1

(2π|n|) 1+γ
2

∫ 2π|n|

0

e−i
|n|
n v

v
1−γ

2

dv .

Consider first the case where γ ∈]0, 1[. For a non zero integer n, denote by:

g1(γ, n) =
∫ 2π|n|

0

e−i
|n|
n v

v
1−γ

2

dv .

Knowing that for a ∈]0, 1[:∫ +∞

0

cos(v)
va

dv = Γ(1 − a) cos(
(1 − a)π

2
)

∫ +∞

0

sin(v)
va

dv = Γ(1 − a) sin(
(1 − a)π

2
) ,

(see [63, p. 181]). The announced results follows by applying, to the real and imaginary parts

of g1(γ, n), the above formulae. For γε]1, 2[, an easy integration by parts, of g1(γ, n), shows

that: ∫ 2π|n|

0

e−i
|n|
n v

v
1−γ

2

dv = i
|n|
n

(2π|n|) γ−1
2 − i

|n|
n

(
γ − 1

2
)
∫ 2π|n|

0

e−i
|n|
n v

v
3−γ

2

dv .

Take now:

g2(γ, n) =
∫ 2π|n|

0

e−i
|n|
n v

v
3−γ

2

dv ,
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and finish as the previous case. The Fourier coefficient for n = 0 is obtained by the convolution

of fγ with the constant function equal to 1. The case where γ = 2 is trivial if one recalls

that, by considering,

(∀t ∈ [0, 1]) X2
t =

√
tZ , Z ∈ N (0, 1) ,

we get a version of X2, defined almost surely.

Remark 3. The form of the Fourier coefficients of the fractional brownian processes for

γ ∈]1, 2[, reflects the method used to build them. We have applied a periodic transformation

(see [65, II, p. 63]) to the process defined by formula 10. The trajectories over R are

accordingly almost surely discontinuous for every t in Z. The derivative of the trajectories

aren’t functions and the order of growth at infinity of the Fourier coefficients just shows that

fact.

5.2. Particular solutions for a generalized equation. Let us consider a process Y γ =

(Y γ
t )t∈[0,1] satisfying the equation given by:

D2Y γ
t + KDY γ

t + LY γ
t = Xγ

t ,

where K and L are complex constants and Xγ = (Xγ
t )t∈[0,1] represents a generalized Wiener

process describing a fractional brownian process. Theorem 5.1 gives us the assurance that,

if the equation n2 + Kn + L = 0 has no integer roots then, a almost sure representation, for

the process Y γ , is given by:

Y γ
t =

2Z0hγ(t)
1 + γ

+
∑
n 
=0

X̂γ(n)
(n2 + Kn + L)

e2πint p.s. sur Ω ,

where hγ(t) is a particular solution for the ordinary differential equation given by:

D2y(t) + K Dy(t) + L y(t) = t
1+γ
2 .

when equation n2 + Kn + L = 0 admits an integer solution we still can, by means of a local

change of the right-hand side of the differential equation, represent (locally only) a particular

solution of the equation (see [12]).

Remark 4 (On the regularity of the process). The Fourier coefficients of Y γ are

equivalent (at infinity) to 1/n((5+γ)/2) for γ ∈]0, 1[ and to 1/n3 for γ ∈]1, 2[. As a conclusion,

we have that as a consequence of theorem 4.3 and of the results on gaussian Fourier series

in [31, p. 199] that Y γ has its trajectories in C2([0, 1]) almost surely in Ω.
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6. Appendix

We present here a proof of a result, which is weaker then the one studied in theorem 2.1

above. The proof evolves on a different line of reasoning and is slightly more complicated.

The notations followed are those of the introduction.

Theorem 6.1. Let (Cn)n∈Z be an element of the space MZ. If for some p in the interval

]1,+∞[, the sequence of moments of order p, namely (||Cn||Lp)n∈Z, is of slow growth then,

the sequence (Cn)n∈Z is in the class Cm.

This theorem shows that the following condition on (Cn)n∈Z, an element of the space MZ,

(∃p ∈]1,+∞[) (∃a > 0) (∃r ∈ Z) (∀n ∈ Z) E[|Cn|p]1/p ≤ a(1 + |n|)r ,

is sufficient for having the sequence in the space Cm.

Proof. Let us notice that applying Hölder inequality:

(∀n ∈ Z) E[|Cn|] ≤ E[|Cn|p]1/p ≤ a(1 + |n|)r .

Taking α positive and n ∈ Z∗, Markov inequality gives

P[{|Cn| > (1 + |n|)α . E[|Cn|}]] ≤
1

(1 + |n|)α
.

For α > 1, Borel-Cantelli lemma tells us that:

P[limn→+∞{|Cn| > (1 + |n|)α . E[|Cn|}]] =

= P[limn→+∞{|C−n| > (1 + |n|)α . E[|C−n|}]] = 0 ,

or, in an equivalent way,

P[limn→+∞{|Cn| ≤ (1 + |n|)α . E[|Cn|}]] =

= P[limn→+∞{|C−n| ≤ (1 + |n|)α . E[|C−n|}]] = 1 .

This allow us to conclude that there exists Ω1, a measurable subset of Ω, such that P[Ω1] = 1

and verifying:

(∃n1 ∈ N , n1 = n1(ω)) (∀n ∈ N) n > n1 ⇒ |Cn(ω)| ≤ a (1 + n)α+r ,

(∃n2 ∈ N , n2 = n2(ω)) (∀n ∈ N) n > n2 ⇒ |C−n(ω)| ≤ a (1 + n)α+r ,

By posing m(ω) = sup(n1(ω), n2(ω)) we have that:

(∀ω ∈ Ω1) (∀n ∈ Z)|n| > m(ω) ⇒ |Cn(ω)| ≤ a(1 + |n|)α+r .

Let then be, for ω ∈ Ω1, m∗(ω) the first positive integer for which the implication above is

verified. The correspondence that associates to each ω ∈ Ω1, the integer m∗(ω), defines a
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random variable, as we have that, for each n ∈ Z, Cn is a random variable. Define also, for

ω ∈ Ω1:

A(ω) = sup(a, sup
|n|≤m∗(ω)

|Cn(ω)|) .

As the map SM = sup|n|≤M |Cn|, defined for M ∈ N is a random variable, an easy exercise

show that A = Sm∗ is also a random variable, which moreover verifies for ω ∈ Ω1 arbitrary

and as soon as α + r ≥ 0:

|n| > m∗(ω) ⇒ |Cn(ω)| ≤ a(1 + |n|)α+r ≤ A(ω)(1 + |n|)α+r ,

|n| ≤ m∗(ω) ⇒ |Cn(ω)| ≤ sup
|n|≤m∗(ω)

|Cn(ω)| ≤ A(ω) ≤ A(ω)(1 + |n|)α+r .

We are now going to show that it is possible to choose α in a coherent way with the conditions

already posed on this parameter, in order that A ∈ L1(Ω). We have always that:∫
Ω

A dP ≤ a +
∫

Ω

sup
|n|≤m∗(ω)

|Cn| dP .

Moreover: ∫
Ω

sup
|n|≤m∗(ω)

|Cn| dP =
∫
∪∞

k=0{m∗=k}
sup

|n|≤m∗(ω)

|Cn| dP =

=
+∞∑
k=0

∫
{m∗=k}

sup
|n|≤k

|Cn| dP ≤
+∞∑
k=0

∑
|n|≤k

∫
{m∗=k}

|Cn| dP .

By an application of Hölder inequality and using the hypotheses∫
{m∗=k}

|Cn| dP ≤ (
∫

Ω

|Cn|pdP)1/p . (
∫

Ω

I{m∗=k}dP)1−
1
p ≤

≤ a(1 + |n|)r . (P[m∗ = k])1−
1
p .

The probability appearing in the right hand side above can be estimated as:

{m∗ = k} ⊂ {|Ck| > (1 + |k|)α . E[|Ck|} ∪ {|C−k| > (1 + |k|)α . E[|C−k|} .

By an application of Markov inequality we have:

P[{m∗ = k}] ≤ 2
(1 + k)α

.

Taking in consideration this estimate we get∫
Ω

A dP ≤ a + a2(1− 1
p )

+∞∑
k=0

(
∑
|n|≤k

(1 + |n|)r)
1

(1 + k)α(1− 1
p )

.

In order to conclude let us discuss now, over the values of parameter r.
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• Suppose that r ≤ 0. The series of the second member of the inequality is dominated

by:
+∞∑
k=0

(2k + 1)
(1 + k)α(1− 1

p )
.

This series converges if α > 2
1− 1

p
. The conditions on α are thus (α > 1), (α ≥ −r, r ≤

0) and the one obtained just above. Finally the condition

α > sup(1,−r,
2

1 − 1
p

) ,

ensures that A is integrable.

• Suppose that r > 0. The series of the second member is now dominated by:
+∞∑
k=0

(2k + 1)(k + 1)r

(1 + k)α(1− 1
p )

.

This series converges if α > r+2
1− 1

p
. In this case, the conditions imposed on α are

(α > 1), (α ≥ −r, r > 0) and the one obtained. The condition

α > sup(1,
2 + r

1 − 1
p

) ,

is thus enough to guarantee that A is integrable.



CHAPTER II

On the local behavior of the

brownian sheet

1. Summary

In his seminal book, ”Some Random Series of Functions” [31], J.-P. Kahane has shown, in

a systematic way, how to take advantage of Paul Lévy’s construction of the Wiener process,

using the Haar functions, in order to study the local behavior of this process. To reach this

purpose, Kahane, looks at the Haar’s interpolation of the brownian process done by Lévy, as

a series expansion in the Schauder system, having gaussian random variables as coefficients.

This representation of the brownian process as a sum of a series, which converges uniformly

almost surely, of Schauder functions having as coefficients normal random variables, is a

simple consequence of the definition of the brownian process using gaussian white noise.

Kahane, then exploits this series representation with sharp estimates of the distribution

function of the maximum of a finite subfamily of a normal sequence. With this method

Kahane gets, easily, the results corresponding to the existence of rapid points and slow points

(which were first discovered by Orey and Taylor [50] and Kahane [33], respectively).

Our work, deals with an extension of the methods of Kahane, as applied to the Brownian

sheet, in what concerns analogs of the rapid points. After presenting the brownian sheet

process, by way of gaussian white noise, some results on the local behavior of the brownian

sheet and for some other processes associated with the sheet, are derived, using this series

representation. Namely, a uniform modulus of continuity, nondifferentiability results and, at

some points, faster oscillation than the one prescribed by the laws of iterated logarithm for

the usual increments. We present next results on rapid points and almost sure everywhere

nondifferentiability for the location homogeneous part of the Fourier-Schauder series represen-

tation. In the sequel, we show the existence of rapid points for the independent increments of

the brownian sheet, using the same method. In an appendix, we observe that a random field,

baring some resemblances to the brownian sheet process, can be obtained by the tensorial

21
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product of two brownian processes. The method applied to study the sheet process is shown

to work but only as far as the uniform modulus of continuity result.

2. Introduction

On the usual Lebesgue space L2([0, 1]), the Haar system is given by:

e0 = I[0,1] ,

ein = 2
i
2 (I[n 2−i,(n+ 1

2 )2−i[ − I[(n+ 1
2 )2−i,(n+1)2−i[) ,

for i = 0, 1, 2, ... ;n = 0, 1, ..., 2i −1. For us, here, the relevance of this set of functions follows

from the next proposition.

Proposition 2.1. The Haar system is a complete orthonormal set of functions in the

space L2([0, 1]).

Proof. A trivial calculation shows that the functions of the Haar system are normalized.

In order to verify that two different Haar functions, ein and ejm, are orthogonal we consider

two cases. If i = j then the supports of the two functions are disjoint sets and so the integral

of the product of these two functions is zero. If i �= j suppose that i > j. Then, ejm is

identically zero or has constant sign on the support of ein. The integral of the product is

then zero as the integral of ein over [0, 1] is zero.

We now show that the Haar system is complete. Let f ∈ L2([0, 1]]. If, for all indices (j, n)

in N∗ × {0, . . . , 2j − 1}, we have

2
j
2

(∫
[ n

2j ,(n+ 1
2 ) 1

2j ]

f(x))dx −
∫

[(n+ 1
2 ) 1

2j , n+1
2j ]

f(x)dx

)
= 0 ,

we can say, for instance, that:∫ 1

0

f(x)dx = 2
∫

[0, 1
2 ]

f(x)dx = 2
∫

[ 12 ,1]

f(x)dx

and, for j = 2 that: ∫
[0, 1

2 ]

f(x)dx = 2
∫

[0, 1
4 ]

f(x)dx = 2
∫

[ 14 , 1
2 ]

f(x)dx .

By induction, we will have then that:

∀j ∈ N∗ ∀n ∈ {0, . . . 2j − 1}
∫

[0,1]

f(x)dx = 2j

∫
[ n

2j , n+1
2j ]

f(x)dx .(11)

We want to prove that f is constant almost everywhere. If that is the case, we should have

a.e.:

f(x) =
∫ 1

0

f(x)dx .
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As a consequence, it is natural to proceed estimating |f(x) −
∫ 1

0 f(x)dx|. Let x ∈ [0, 1] and

consider ([m
2i ,

m+1
2i ])(m,i)∈N×I , a family of dyadic intervals containing x, with N ⊂ N∗ and

I ⊂ {0, . . . , 2j − 1}. We will have then, as a consequence of 11,

|f(x) −
∫ 1

0

f(x)dx| = |f(x) − 2i

∫
[ m

2i , m+1
2i ]

f(t)dt| = 2i|
∫

[ m

2i , m+1
2i ]

(f(x) − f(t))dt| ≤

1
1
2i

∫
[ m

2i , m+1
2i ]

|f(x) − f(t)|dt ≤

2
1
1

2i−1

∫
[x− 1

2i ,x+ 1
2i ]

|f(x) − f(t)|dt .

The last inequality resulting from the observation, easily verified, that:

[
m

2i
,
m + 1

2i
] ⊂ [x − 1

2i
, x +

1
2i

] .

Now, for almost all x ∈ [0, 1], x is a Lebesgue point of f (see [54, p. 138]) and that implies:

lim
i→+∞

1
1

2i−1

∫
[x− 1

2i ,x+ 1
2i ]

|f(x) − f(t)|dt = 0 .

As so, the conclusion desired now follows.

In order to build a complete orthonormal system for L2([0, 1]2), we can consider the tensor

products having as factors the functions of the Haar system, and we get the functions:

e0
0(s, t) = e0(s) e0(t) ,

ejm
0 (s, t) = e0(s) ejm(t) ,

e0
in(s, t) = ein(s) e0(t) ,

ejm
in (s, t) = ein(s) ejm(t) ,

for i, j = 0, 1, 2, ... ;n = 0, 1, ..., 2i − 1 ;m = 0, 1, ..., 2j − 1. By Fubini theorem, or using the

theory of tensor products of L2 spaces see [46], it can he checked that the family of functions:

(e0
0, ejm

0 , e0
in, ejm

in )injm ,(12)

is a complete orthonormal set of functions in the Lebesgue space L2([0, 1]2). We have in

particular, with the equality holding in the L2 sense,

I[0,s[×[0,t[ = st e0
0 + s

+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(t)ejm
0 +

+ t
+∞∑
i=0

2i−1∑
n=0

�in(s)e0
in +

+∞∑
i=0

+∞∑
j=0

2i−1∑
n=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) ejm
in .(13)

where the Schauder function, �in, defined for all i, n by:

�in(s) =
∫ s

0

ein(x)dx ,
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is a triangular shaped continuous function having [n 2−i, (n + 1)2−i] as its compact support.

The main object of the studies presented in this chapter, the brownian sheet, can readily

be introduced as the unique, in law, gaussian centered stochastic process D(s, t) having as

parameter set R2
+ and, as covariance function:

E[D(s, t)D(u, v)] = min(s, u) min(t, v) .

The purpose of allowing a deeper understanding of the brownian sheet and of other naturally

associated processes defined in the following is, nevertheless, better served with an introduc-

tion given by means of another basic object namely, gaussian white noise. This procedure is

both classical [6, p. 111] and up to date [2, p. 6].

For a starting point, we suppose we are given a gaussian white noise based on the Lebesgue

space (R2
+,B(R2

+), λ). That will have a meaning, for us, as described in the next definition.

Definition 2.1. A gaussian white noise based on the Lebesgue space (R2
+,B(R2

+), λ) is a

family (W (A))A∈B′ of centered gaussian random variables on a common complete probability

space with no atoms (Ω,A, P) indexed by B′
= {A ∈ B(R2

+) : λ(A) < +∞} such that:

(1) W (A) is a centered gaussian variable with variance λ(A). This will be denoted by:

W (A) ∈ N (0, λ(A)).

(2) If, for A, B ∈ B′
, we have A ∩ B = ∅ then, W (A) and W (B) will be independent

random variables. This relation will be denoted by W (A) i W (B).

(3) W is additive in the sense that if A, B ∈ B′
and A ∩ B = ∅ then, W (A + B) =

W (A) + W (B).

Of course, the question of the existence of such an object is a most pertinent one and

will be addressed further on. The conditions imposed on such a gaussian white noise have

important consequences which are stated in the next proposition.

Proposition 2.2. Let (W (A))A∈B′ be a gaussian white noise as in definition 2.1. Then,

the following properties are satisfied.

(1) For A, B ∈ B′
, A ⊂ B and λ(B) < +∞ we have that:

||W (A) − W (B)||2L2(Ω,A,P) = λ(B) − λ(A) .

(2) For all increasing sequences, in the sense of inclusion, (An)n∈N in B′
such that

∪∞
n=0An = A with λ(A) < +∞, we have:

lim
n→+∞

W (An) = W (A) .

The limit being taken in L2(Ω,A, P).
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(3) For all sequences (An)n∈N in B′
such that, if m �= n then An∩Am = ∅ and λ(∪∞

n=0An) <

+∞, we have:

W (
∞⋃

n=0

An) =
∞∑

n=0

W (An) .(14)

The equality being taken in L2(Ω,A, P) and also almost surely.

(4) For all A, B ∈ B′
we have:

E[W (A)W (B)] = λ(A ∩ B) .

Proof. The first statement in the proposition is a consequence of axiom 3 in the definition

if one observes that B = (B −A)∪A. The second statement follows from the first statement

and from the continuity of the Lebesgue measure in R2
+. The second statement implies the

third by considering the increasing sequence of sets in B′
defined by Bm = ∪m

n=0An for m ∈ N

and using again axiom 3 in the definition. The almost surely convergence follows from a

known result in [61, p. 58]. Finally, the fourth statement is proved by the easy calculation

that follows.

E[W (A) W (B)] = E[W ((A − B) ∪ (A ∩ B)) W (B)] =

E[W (A ∩ B)W (B)] + E[W (A − B)W (B)] =

E[W (A ∩ B) (W (B − A) + W (A ∩ B))] =

E[W (A ∩ B)2] + E[W (B − A)W (A ∩ B)] = λ(A ∩ B) ,

where we used axiom 2 of the definition and the fact that for C ∈ B′
, W (C) is centered.

Remark 5. As a consequence of this proposition, it is certain that a gaussian white noise,

based on (R2
+,B(R2

+), λ), is a gaussian centered stochastic process W , with B′
as index set

and covariance function Γ given for A, B ∈ B′
by Γ (A, B) = λ(A ∩ B) such that, W is

additive i.e., for A, B ∈ B′
with A ∩ B = ∅ then W (A + B) = W (A) + W (B). Conversely, a

stochastic process enjoying the properties just referred 1 can be shown to verify the properties

of definition 2.1 (see [47, p. 81]. Moreover, as a consequence for instance, of the theory of

reproducing kernels (see [46, p. 38] or [47, p. 80]) or of the extension theorem of Kolmogoroff

(see [29, p. 407D]), such a process is assured to exist. The question mentioned, about the

existence of a gaussian white noise, in the sense of definition 2.1, is thus settled.

Let H denote the closure, in L2(Ω,A, P), of the vector space generated by the set {W (B) :

B ∈ B′}. The next proposition shows that W can be extended, as an isometry, between

L2(R2
+,B(R2

+), λ) and H.

1Such a stochastic process, receives in [2, p. 6] the denomination of gaussian white noise based on

λ.
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Proposition 2.3. There exists W̃ , a map defined in L2(R2
+) and taking values in H, such

that:

∀A ∈ B′
W̃ (IA) = W (A)(15)

and also

∀f, g ∈ L2(R2
+) < W̃ (f), W̃ (g) >H=< f, g >L2(R2

+) .(16)

As a consequence, W̃ is an isometry such that:

∀f, g ∈ L2(R2
+) ∀A, B ∈ B′

A ∩ B = ∅ ⇒ W̃ (fIA) i W̃ (gIB) .

Proof. The map W̃ is obtained in the usual way, extending W̃ first defined on the in-

dicator functions of the elements of B′
, as in condition 15 above then, by linearity on the

simple functions and finally, by continuity on the general measurable L2 functions.

We define W̃ (αIA) = αW (A) for every A ∈ B′
and α ∈ R. Let s and r be simple L2(R2

+)

functions and s =
∑n

i=1 αiIAi
(respectively r =

∑m
j=1 βjIBj

) be the correspondent canonical

representation of s (respectively r) such that 0 /∈ {α1, . . . , αn} (respectively 0 /∈ {β1, . . . , βm}).
Observe that, as s, r ∈ L2(R2

+) the condition imposed on zero, with respect to the coefficients,

implies that for all i, j, λ(Ai) < +∞ and λ(Bj) < +∞. Define W̃ (s) (respectively W̃ (r)) as

W̃ (s) =
∑n

i=1 αiW (Ai) (respectively W̃ (r) =
∑m

j=1 βjW (Bj). It is then clear that W̃ (s) ∈ H

(respectively W̃ (r) ∈ H) and that by the linearity of the scalar products in L2 spaces:

< W̃ (s), W̃ (r) >H =
∑
(i,j)

αiβj < W̃ (Ai), W̃ (Bj) >H=
∑
(i,j)

αiβj λ(Ai ∩ Bj) =

∫
R2

+

∑
(i,j)

αiβj IAi
IBj

dλ =< s, r >L2(R2
+) .

Let now f (respectively g) be a measurable positive function in L2(R2
+) and (sn)n∈N (respec-

tively (rn)n∈N) an increasing sequence of simple functions converging almost everywhere and

in L2 to f (respectively to g). Observe that, as

||W̃ (sn) − W̃ (sm)||H = ||sn − sm||L2(R2
+) ,

with the same expression being verified with the sequence (sn)n∈N replaced by the sequence

(rn)n∈N then, (W̃ (sn))n∈N (respectively (W̃ (rn))n∈N) is a Cauchy sequence in H. Define W̃ (f)

(respectively W̃ (g)) to be the limit of (W̃ (sn))n∈N (respectively of (W̃ (rn))n∈N) in H. By the

continuity of the scalar products in L2 spaces we have that:

< W̃ (f), W̃ (g) >H = lim
n→+∞

lim
m→+∞

< W̃ (sn), W̃ (rm) >H=

lim
n→+∞

lim
m→+∞

< sn, rm >L2(R2
+)=< f, g >L2(R2

+) .
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Finally, for f, g general measurable functions in L2(R2
+), we have the usual decomposition in

positive and negative parts of these functions denoted by f = f+ − f− and g = g+ − g−.

Defining naturally, W̃ (f) = W̃ (f+) − W̃ (f−) and W̃ (g) = W̃ (g+) − W̃ (g−), we get, after

some trivial algebraic computations, that:

< W̃ (f), W̃ (g) >H=< f, g >L2(R2
+) .

As a consequence, observe that if A, B ∈ B′
with A ∩ B = ∅ then:

< W̃ (fIA), W̃ (gIB) >H=
∫

A∩B

(fg)dλ = 0

and, as in H, independence is equivalent to orthogonality, see [46, p. 23], we get that

W̃ (fIA) i W̃ (gIB). By construction, W̃ preserves the scalar product and so W̃ is linear.

By construction, also, W̃ is surjective and so the proof is completed.

Remark 6. There is a converse to proposition 2.3. In fact, given W̃ an isometry between

L2(R2
+) and H, a closed gaussian subspace of L2(Ω) of centered random variables verifying 15

and 16, that is a centered gaussian stochastic process (W̃ (f))f∈L2(R2
+) having as a covariance

function Γ (f, g) =< f, g >L2 , the restriction of W̃ to the indicator functions of the sets in B′

is a gaussian white noise (see [47, p. 80] or [46, p. 67]). In the sequel, we will denote by W

either the gaussian white noise or the associated isometry.

Definition 2.2. Given W , a gaussian white noise based on the Lebesgue space L2(R2
+),

we will call brownian sheet the stochastic process D(s, t)(s,t)∈R2
+

defined, for each couple (s, t),

by:

D(s, t) = W (R(s, t)) (= W̃ (II[0,s[×[0,t[) ,(17)

where R(s, t) denotes the rectangle in R2
+ having as upper right corner (s, t) and as a lower

left corner (0, 0).

The brownian sheet is thus, as already referred, a gaussian centered stochastic process

indexed by R2
+ with a covariance function given for (s, t), (u, v) ∈ R2

+ by:

E[D(s, t) D(u, v)] = λ(R(s, t) ∩ R(u, v)) = min(s, u) min(t, v) .

Detailed information on some aspects of the local behavior of this process, not mentioned in

this study, can be read in [1]. A picture of a simulation of a typical trajectory of this process

is also presented there.
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Observe that we have also, that if: 0 < s1 < s2 < s3 < s4 < 1 and 0 < t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 < 1,

then:

D(s4, t4) − D(s4, t3) − D(s3, t4) + D(s3, t3) ,(18)

is independent from:

D(s2, t2) − D(s2, t1) − D(s1, t2) − D(s1, t1) .

Let us note also that the processes
√

ab D(
s

a
,
t

b
) ,

for a, b > 0 and

st D(
1
s
,
1
t
) ,

are equal in distribution to D and that, for s0, t0ε[0, 1] fixed, the process

D(s + s0, t + t0) − D(s0, t0) ,

is equal in distribution to the process:

D(s, t) +
√

s0B1(t) +
√

t0B2(s) ,

with B1, B2, Brownian unidimensional processes such that D, B1 and B2 are independent

from one another.

Remark 7. For u < s and v < t, define:

∆D((s, t), (u, v)) = W (I[u,s[ × I[v,t[) = ∆D((s, v), (u, t))(19)

The gaussian process ∆D, indexed by the rectangles with sides parallel to the axes, is nat-

urally associated with the independent increments of the brownian sheet . As this class of

index sets, is a Vapnik-Červonenkis class of sets in the Borel σ- algebra of the unit square, it

can be shown, see [2], that ∆D is a continuous process.

Definition 17 as applied to representation 13 gives the following L2 series representation

for the brownian sheet:

D(s, t) = st ζ0
0 + s

+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(t) ζjm
0 +

+ t
+∞∑
i=0

2i−1∑
n=0

�in(s) ζ0
in +

+∞∑
i=0

+∞∑
j=0

2i−1∑
n=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) ζjm
in ,(20)

where

(ζ0
0 , ζjm

0 , ζ0
in, ζjm

in )injm ,(21)

is a normal sequence obtained as the image of the system 12, by the isometric mapping W .
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The representation in 20, holds in fact, in a stronger sense than the L2 sense.

Theorem 2.4. All the three series in representation 20, converge, on [0, 1]2, uniformly

almost surely.

Proof. We take, for instance, the double series, as the proof for any one of the other two

series can be written along the same lines. As:

sup
sε[0,1]

�in(s) = 2− i
2−1 ,(22)

we have that:

sup
(s,t)ε[0,1]2

(
2i−1,2j−1∑

n,m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) |ζjm
in |) = 2− i

2−1 2− j
2−1 sup

0≤n≤2i−1,0≤m≤2j−1

|ζjm
in | ,

if we take in account that for i, j = 2 fixed and for n = 0, 1, ..., 2i − 1 ; m = 0, 1, ..., 2j − 1

the supports of �in(s) and �jm(t) are disjoint. Using now the standard estimates for the

tail values of gaussian variables, see 4.4 in the appendix, we have for any λ > 1 and some

constant C:

P[ sup
0≤n≤2i−1,0≤m≤2j−1

|ζjm
in | >

√
2λ log 2i+j] ≤ C 2(i+j)(1−λ) .(23)

By Borel-Cantelli, we have almost surely, for i, j large enough:

sup
0≤n≤2i−1,0≤m≤2j−1

|ζjm
in | ≤

√
2λ(i + j) log 2 ,(24)

and so the double series converges as the series:

+∞∑
i,j=0

√
i + j

2(i+j)
,

and the result stated is seen to hold.

3. On the local behavior

In the following, we present some properties, of the local behavior of the Brownian sheet,

obtained from the formula which gives the representation of the sheet as a series in the

Schauder system 20, having as coefficients, gaussian random variables.

3.1. Modulus of continuity. A first and easy result is a uniform modulus of continuity,

in the sense of ([50, pg. 174], for the Brownian sheet.
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Theorem 3.1. For almost all ω ∈ Ω there exists E = E(ω) such that for 0 < h, k < 1

small enough we have:

ωD(h, k) = sup
(s,t)ε[0,1]2

|D(s + h, t + k) − D(s, t)| ≤

E (
√

h log(
1
hk

) +
√

k log(
1
kh

)) .(25)

Proof. Take again the double series in representation 20. The general term is given by:

Gj
i (s, t) =

n=2i−1∑
n=0

m=2j−1∑
m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) ζjm
in .(26)

For the dyadic points as follows:

h =
1

2u+1
, k =

1
2v+1

, s =
p

2u
, t =

q

2v
,

and the correspondent increments, for the processes Gj
i (s, t), taken at these points, we get:

|Gj
i (s + h, t + k) − Gj

i (s, t)| ≤
n=2i−1∑

n=0

m=2j−1∑
m=0

| �in (s + h) �jm (t + k) −�in(s) �jm (t)| ζjm
in .

The sum on the right, can be estimated, by taking instead of the terms corresponding to the

functions �in�jm, the sum:

�in(s + h)| �jm (t + k) −�jm(t)| + �jm(t)| �in (s + h) −�im(s)| ,

Now, the form of the functions �in�jm (which are linear by parts) gives us the assurance

that we can estimate the differences in the following way:

| �in (s + h) −�in(s)| ≤

0 i > u

2−i/2−1 i = u

2i/2 × 2−u−1 i ≤ u .

| �jm (t + k) −�jm(t)| ≤

0 j > v

2−j/2−1 j = v

2j/2 × 2−v−1 j ≤ v .
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As we can use �in(s + h) ≤ 2−i/2−1, �jm(t) ≤ 2−j/2−1 and again the estimate (24), valid

almost surely, we can say that, almost surely for u, v large enough:

+∞∑
i=0

+∞∑
j=0

|Gj
i (s + h, t + k) − Gj

i (s, t)| ≤

≤ E
u∑

i=0

v∑
j=0

√
2λ(i + j) log 2

(
2

−i
2 −12

j
2 2−v−1 + 2

−j
2 −12

i
2 2−u−1

)
≤

≤ E
√

(u + v) log 2
(
2

−(v+1)
2 2

−1
2 − 2

−(v+1+u+1)
2 2

−1
2 + 2

−(u+1)
2 2

−1
2 − 2

−(v+1+u+1)
2 2

−1
2

)
≤

≤ E

√
log(

1
hk

)
(√

k +
√

h − 2
√

hk
)

.

(27)

The inequality shown between the first and the last term of (27) is exactly the result we

pretend to prove, stated for dyadic points and the double series part of the representation

(20). With a similar proof as the one just shown, we can take care of the two simple series

terms of the representation, getting for dyadic points an estimate of the form:

ωD(h, k) ≤ A

√
h log(

1
h

) + B

√
k log(

1
k
) + C

√
h log(

1
hk

) + D

√
k log(

1
hk

) ,

with A, B, C, D constants, h, k small enough. Now, the result, stated in the theorem, holds

as ωD is a continuous function which is also non decreasing in each variable.

3.2. The location homogeneous part. The law of iterated logarithm (L.I.L.) for the

Brownian sheet, as stated in [66, pg. 1237], reads:

P[lim sup
s,t→+∞

D(s, t)√
4st log log(st)

= 1] = 1 ,

and this can be translated to a L.I.L., describing the behavior at (0, 0) using the time inverted

equal in distribution process stD(1/s, 1/t), to give:

P[ lim sup
h,k→0,h,k≥0

D(h, k)√
4hk log log( 1

hk
)

= 1] = 1 ,

Now, as already stressed, for any fixed s, tε[0, 1] the process:

D(s + h, t + k) − D(s, t) ,(28)

is equal, in distribution, to the process:

D(h, k) +
√

tB1(h) +
√

sB2(k) ,

and being so, it is impossible to obtain a complete analogy with the unidimensional Brownian

process case, for which a L.I.L. describing the almost sure almost everywhere behavior, for the

increments of the type (28), would hold. We have nevertheless the following positive result.

Recall that G, the location homogeneous part, denotes the process having as a Schauder
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series representation, the part of representation (20) corresponding to the double series, and

that is:

(∀s, tε[0, 1]) G(s, t) =
+∞∑
i=0

+∞∑
j=0

2i−1∑
n=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) ζjm
in .

Theorem 3.2. For almost all trajectories there exist points (s, t)ε[0, 1]2 such that:

lim sup
h,k→0,h,k≥0

|G(s + h, t + k) − G(s, t)|√
4hk log( 1

hk
)

> 0 .

Proof. Take the dyadic points given by:

sin = (n +
1
2
)
1
2i

, tjm = (m +
1
2
)

1
2j

,

and the increments:

δi =
1

2i+1
, εj =

1
2j+1

,

then, for the correspondent increments of the process G, we have the following interpolation

result:

Lemma 3.3.

∑
α,βε{+1,−1}

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin + α δi, tjm + β εj) = 2− i+j
2 ζjm

in ,(29)

Proof. Writing each term of the sum in the form:

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin − δi, tjm − εj) =

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin, tjm − εj) + G(sin, tjm − εj) − G(sin − δi, tjm − εj) ,

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin + δi, tjm + εj) =

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin, tjm + εj) + G(sin, tjm + εj) − G(sin + δi, tjm + εj) ,

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin − δi, tjm + εj) =

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin, tjm + εj) + G(sin, tjm + εj) − G(sin − δi, tjm + εj) ,

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin + δi, tjm − εj) =

G(sin, tjm) − G(sin, tjm − εj) + G(sin, tjm − εj) − G(sin + δi, tjm − εj) ,

we only have to prove that the sum of the terms right above is zero at the resolutions l < i

and k < j, that is to say, the sum is zero when, instead of G, we take:

Gk
l (s, t) =

2l−1∑
u=0

2k−1∑
v=0

�lu(s) �kv (t) ζkv
lu
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with l = 1, 2, ..., i−1 , k = 1, 2, ..., j−1. Now, for each l, k as above, the terms appearing in the

sum and obtained from the process Gk
l , are the sum for u = 0, ..., 2l−1 and v = 0, 1, ..., 2h−1,

of terms of the form:

�lu(sin)(�kv(tjm) −�kv(tjm − εj)) + (�lu(sin) −�lu(sin − δi)) �kv (tjm − εj) ,

�lu(sin)(�kv(tjm) −�kv(tjm + εj)) + (�lu(sin) −�lu(sin + δi)) �kv (tjm + εj) ,

�lu(sin)(�kv(tjm) −�kv(tjm + εj)) + (�lu(sin) −�lu(sin − δi)) �kv (tjm + εj) ,

�lu(sin)(�kv(tjm) −�kv(tjm − εj)) + (�lu(sin) −�lu(sin + δi)) �kv (tjm − εj) .

By regrouping the first two terms in each of the first two sums respectively, we shall have to

evaluate, for instance, a term of the form:

�lu(sin)(2 �kv (tjm) −�kv(tjm − εj) −�kv(tjm + εj)) ,

and the part in brackets is zero because it is given by the scalar product (in L2([0, 1])) of

ejm by ekv. The same procedure can be applied for all the other regroupments and the result

stated follows.

Returning to the course of the main argument, we use another standard estimation for tail

values of finite subfamilies of a normal sequence, see proposition 4.5 in the appendix. For

0 < λ < 1 and for some 0 < c < 1 − λ we have, if i, j are large enough:

P[ sup
0≤n≤2i−1,0≤m≤2j−1

ζjm
in >

√
2λ log 2i+j] > 1 − exp(−2(i+j) c) .(30)

Then again, by Borel-Cantelli, for almost all ω:

∃r(ω) ∀i, j ≥ r ∃nε{0, ..., 2i − 1} ∃mε{0, ..., 2j − 1} ζjm
in (ω) >

√
2(i + j)λ log 2 .

Let (s, t) be an accumulation point of the sequence (sin(ω), tjm(ω))i,n(ω),j,m(ω) just exhibited.

For such a point and, as a consequence of the lemma, at least one of the five differences:

|G(s, t) − G(sin, tjm)| ,

and for α, βε{+1,−1},
|G(s, t) − G(sin + α δi, tjm + β εj)| ,

is greater than:

2−32
−(i+j)

2

√
2λ log(2(i+j)) .

This gives of course:

lim sup
h,k→0,h,k≥0

|G(s + h, t + k) − G(s, t)|√
4hk log( 1

hk
)

≥
√

λ

27
> 0 ,

as stated in the theorem.
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As a last observation we can formulate a nondifferentiability result similar to the one given

for the unidimensional Brownian process.

Theorem 3.4. Almost surely for each (s, t)ε[0, 1]2:

lim sup
h,k→0,h,k≥0

|G(s + h, t + k) − G(s, t)|√
hk

> 0 ,

Proof. The proof of this result, follows exactly the same steps as the proof, for the

Brownian process, given in [31, pg. 239,240], replacing everywhere dyadic interval by dyadic

rectangle and using lemma 3.3 presented in this text.

3.3. The usual increments. We are not yet aware of a L.I.L., for the usual increments

of the brownian sheet, similar to the one we have stated for the independent increments.

Being so, we don’t have a description of the almost everywhere almost sure behavior of those

increments. As a consequence, the following theorem should only be seen as an analog of

the theorem for the independent increments and under the perspective given by the result

on the uniform modulus of continuity 3.1. A preliminary observation, is that we have an

interpolation lemma for the usual increments as the one stated previously for the independent

increments. That is, with the same method as the one used for proving lemma 3.3, the

following interpolation result for the whole Brownian sheet representation, can be established.

Lemma 3.5.

∑
α,βε{+1,−1}

D(sin, tjm) − D(sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj) =

= sin 2− j
2+1ζjm

0 + tjm 2− i
2+1ζ0

in + 2− i+j
2 ζjm

in .

Proof. Looking at the Fourier-Schauder series representation 20, there are three kinds

of series we have to deal with, namely, the series in Schauder functions of the variable t,

the series in the Schauder functions of the variable s and the series in the product of two

Schauder functions, one in the t variable and the other in the s variable. This last kind of

series was treated in [16] and accounts for the last term of the sum in the right side of the

formula in the lemma. Each one of the series in one variable s or t can be treated in a similar

way. Take for instance the dyadic points given by:

spr = (r +
1
2
)

1
2p

, tqs = (s +
1
2
)

1
2q

,

and the increments,

δp =
1

2p+1
, ηq =

1
2q+1

,
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and consider,

H(s, t) = s
+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(t) ζjm
0 .

As we have that,

H(spr, tqs) − H(spr + α δp, tqs + β ηq) =

= spr

+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

(�jm(tqs) −�jm(tqs + β ηq)) ζjm
0 − α

+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(tqs + β ηq) ζjm
0 .

when summing over α, β ε{−1,+1} the terms multiplied by α have a sum equal to zero and

we are left with:

2spr

∑
β ε{+1,−1}

+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

(�jm(tqs) −�jm(tqs + β ηq)) ζjm
0 ,

which we can easily see, using the same kind of arguments as used in [16], to be equal to:

spr 2− q
2+1 ζqs

0 .

It takes a simple computation to show that when summing over α, β ε{−1,+1} the terms

corresponding to(spr tqs − (spr + α δp, tqs + β ηq)) ζ0
0 , the sum is zero. The lemma is now

proved.

Theorem 3.6. For almost all trajectories there exist points s, tε[0, 1]2 such that:

lim sup
h,k→0

|D(s, t) − D(s + h, t + k))|
s

√
|k| log( 1

|k|) + t
√
|h| log( 1

|h|)
> 0 .

Proof. We shall use the same method as in the proof of the result on the independent

increments process. Take the dyadic points given by:

sin = (n +
1
2
)
1
2i

, tjm = (m +
1
2
)

1
2j

,

and the correspondent increments:

δi =
1

2i+1
, ηj =

1
2j+1

,

Using again (30), for any 0 < λ < 1 and for a constant 0 < c < 1 − λ, we have that :

P[ sup
0≤n≤2i−1

ζ0
in >

√
2λ log 2i] > 1 − exp(−2i c) .(31)

and,

P[ sup
0≤m≤2j−1

ζjm
0 >

√
2λ log 2j] > 1 − exp(−2j c) .(32)
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Then again, by Borel-Cantelli, for almost all ω we have a set of indexes in(ω), jm(ω) such

that:

ζjm
0 (ω) >

√
2jλ log 2 , ζ0

in(ω) >
√

2iλ log 2 .

For any one of these indexes: ζjm
in (ω) < 0 or ζjm

in (ω) > 0 with probability 1/2. The random

variables ζjm
in being independent, for almost all ω there is an infinite subset of our initial set

of indexes in(ω), jm(ω), such that, for any index in it, we have: ζjm
in (ω) > 0. Let (s, t) be an

accumulation point, of the corresponding sequence of points in the unit square (sin(ω), tjm(ω)),

and suppose, with no loss of generality, that the sequence converges to the point (s, t). Now,

for such a point and, as a consequence of the lemma, at least one of the five differences:

|D(s, t) − D(sin, tjm)| ,

and for α, βε{+1,−1},

|D(s, t) − D(sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj)| ,

is greater than:

2−3(sin 2− j
2+1

√
2λ log 2j + tjm 2− i

2+1
√

2λ log 2i) .

If not, we should have the following contradiction:

sin 2− j
2+1ζjm

0 + tjm 2− i
2+1ζ0

in ≤

≤ |
∑

α,βε{+1,−1}
D(sin, tjm) − D(sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj)| ≤

≤
∑

α,βε{+1,−1}
|D(sin, tjm) − D(s, t) + D(s, t) − D(sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj)| ≤

≤ sin 2− j
2+1

√
2λ log 2j + tjm 2− i

2+1
√

2λ log 2i <

< sin 2− j
2+1ζjm

0 + tjm 2− i
2+1ζ0

in .

We can conclude by writing that for (α, β)ε{−1,+1}2 or (α, β) = (0, 0) and, for some constant

C > 0:

|D(s, t) − D(sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj)| > C (sin

√
2ηj log(

1
ηj

) + tjm

√
2δi log(

1
δi

) ) .

This inequality obviously implies the inequality stated in the theorem.

3.4. Rapid points for the independent increments. The law of iterated logarithm

(L.I.L.) for the process ∆D, associated to the independent increments of the brownian sheet,

as stated in [66] reads:

P[ lim sup
h,k→0,h,k>0

∆D((s, t)(s + h, t + k))√
2hk log log( 1

hk
)

= 1] = 1 .
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This formula describes the almost sure almost everywhere behavior of the independent in-

crements process. The next result shows that in the zero Lebesgue measure set of points

where the L.I.L. fails, there are points where the oscillation is more rapid than the almost

sure almost everywhere oscillation described by the L.I.L.

Theorem 3.7. For almost all trajectories, there exist points s, tε[0, 1]2, such that:

lim sup
h,k→0

|∆D((s, t), (s + h, t + k))|√
|hk| log( 1

|hk|)
> 0 .

Proof. Take the dyadic points given by:

sin = (n +
1
2
)
1
2i

, tjm = (m +
1
2
)

1
2j

,

and the increments:

δi =
1

2i+1
, ηj =

1
2j+1

,

then considering the decomposition of the dyadic rectangle centered at the point (sin, tjm)

and side’s length 2δi and 2ηj, as shown in the next figure , we have the following result:

Lemma 3.8. Interpolation Lemma

∆D(R1) + ∆D(R2) − ∆D(R3) − ∆D(R4) = 2− i+j
2 ζjm

in(33)

R1

R3 R2

R4

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉

(sin − δi, tjm − ηj)

(sin − δi, tjm)

(sin − δi, tjm + ηj)

(sin + δi, tjm − ηj)

(sin + δi, tjm)

(sin + δi, tjm + ηj)

(sin, tjm − ηj)

(sin, tjm)

(sin, tjm + ηj)

Figure 1.

Proof. It is a direct consequence of the definitions that:

2− i+j
2 ζjm

in = W (IR1 + IR2 − IR3 − IR4) ,

and this equality is the equality stated in the lemma.
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Let us return to the course of the main argument. A standard estimation for tail values of

finite subfamilies of a normal sequence, see proposition 4.5 in the appendix, gives that for

0 < λ < 1 and for some 0 < c < 1 − λ we have if i, j are large enough:

P[ sup
0≤n≤2i−1,0≤m≤2j−1

ζjm
in >

√
2λ log 2i+j] > 1 − exp(−2(i+j) c) .(34)

Then again by Borel-Cantelli for almost all ω:

∃r(ω) ∀i, j ≥ r ∃nε{0, ..., 2i − 1} ∃mε{0, ..., 2j − 1} ζjm
in (ω) >

√
2(i + j)λ log 2 .

Let (s, t) be an accumulation point, of the sequence (sin(ω), tjm(ω))i,n(ω),j,m(ω), where the

indexes are given by the condition just above and suppose, with no loss of the generality,

that the sequence is convergent to this point. As a consequence of the lemma, at least one

of the values,

|∆D((s, t), (sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj))(ω)|

for α, β, ε {0,−1, 1}, is greater or equal then:

2−4 2− i+j
2

√
2λ log(2i+j) .

Let us prove this assertion. By the lemma, we have always that:

2− i+j
2 ζjm

in (ω) ≤
4∑

k=1

|∆D(Rk(in, jm))(ω)| ,(35)

where Rk(in, jm)(ω) stands for each one of the four rectangles, decomposing the rectangle

centered at the point (sin, tjm)(ω), as in the figure above. Now, if the assertion made is not

true, each one of the four terms of the sum is less than:

22 2−4 2− i+j
2

√
2λ log(2i+j) .(36)

This is easily seen if we consider that for a given Rk(in, jm)(ω), the accumulation point (s, t)

can be located either inside, either outside, either on the frontier but not coinciding with one

of the dyadic points or, finally, coinciding with one of the dyadic points. In each one of these

cases, each one of the rectangles Rk(in, jm)(ω) can be further decomposed, in rectangles,

using the point (s, t) and some (up to four in any case) of the dyadic points. This implies

that, for some choices of α, β, ε {0,−1, 1}:

|∆D(Rk(in, jm))| ≤ 4 |∆D((s, t), (sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj))| .(37)

The decompositions are schematized in the next figures, for the inside and outside situations

and, for each of the four rectangles Rk(in, jm)(ω). It is easy to verify that the same kind of
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decompositions can be made for the remaining cases (the point (s, t) being on the frontier of

one of the rectangles Rk(in, jm)(ω)). Inequalities 35, 36 and 37 combined, show that:

ζjm
in (ω) ≤

√
2(i + j)λ log 2 ,

contradicting our choice of the indexes in(ω), jm(ω). The assertion just proved is that, for

some choice α, β, ε {0,−1, 1}, we have:

|∆D((s, t), (sin + α δi, tjm + β ηj))(ω)| ≥ 2−4

√
2 λ

2i+j
log(2i+j) ,

and this implies the assertion made in the theorem.
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.
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.

Figure 2.

4. Appendix

This appendix is presented here with a threefold purpose. Primarily, in the first subsection,

we state and prove the essential estimates used in this chapter. This is done for pseudogaus-

sian random variables, a larger class than the class of gaussian random variables. The proofs

are straightforward rewriting of the original proofs in [31, p. 219]. Next, in following subsec-

tion, we present an example which shows that the class of pseudogaussian random variables

is, in fact, larger than the class of gaussian random variables. Finally, in the last subsection,

we just observe that the tensorial product of two independent brownian processes defines

a two parameter stochastic process which admits a random Schauder series representation,

having as coefficients, pseudogaussian random variables of the type previously introduced.

The methods used for studying the local behavior of the brownian sheet, are show to work

as far as the modulus continuity result.

4.1. Estimations for gaussian and pseudogaussian random variables. Let us make

precise the concept of pseudogaussian random variable.

Definition 4.1. A random variable will be called reduced pseudogaussian if it has, as a

density f , a real function defined almost everywhere, with respect to the Lebesgue measure

in R, by:

f(x) = exp(−x2

2
)ϕ(x) ,

where ϕ is a even positive function defined in R∗ and nonincreasing on R∗
+.
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Let ζ be a reduced pseudogaussian random variable. We have the following estimates on

the tail behavior of such a random variable.

Proposition 4.1. For u ≥ 1:

ϕ(u + 1)
u

(1 − 1
e
)

1√
e

e−
u2
2 ≤ P[ζ ≥ u] ≤ ϕ(u)

u
e−

u2
2(38)

Proof. By the change of variables y = x − u we get:

P[ζ ≥ u] =
∫ +∞

u

f(x)dx =
∫ +∞

0

e−
(y+u)2

2 ϕ(y + u)dy

= e−
u2
2

∫ +∞

0

e−
y2

2 e−yuϕ(y + u)dy .

Now, by observing that for y ≥ 0 we have e−y2/2 ≤ 1 and ϕ(y + u) ≤ ϕ(u), we get the

right-hand side bound. To obtain the lower bound, remark that as for y ∈ [0, 1], we have

e−y2/2 ≥ e−1/2 and ϕ(y + u) ≥ ϕ(1 + u), then:∫ +∞

0

e−
y2

2 e−yuϕ(y + u)dy ≥ ϕ(1 + u)√
e

∫ 1

0

e−yudy ,

the stated result being thus obtained.

The correspondent result for gaussian random variables goes as follows:

Corollary 4.2. If ξ is a reduced gaussian random variable then ϕ(x) = 1√
2π

and we get

for u ≥ 1:

1√
2πe

(1 − 1
e
)

e−
u2
2

u
≤ P[ξ ≥ u] ≤ 1√

2π

e−
u2
2

u

The next proposition gives an estimation of the supreme of a finite family of modules of

real pseudogaussian random variables.

Proposition 4.3. Let n ≥ 2, ζ1, . . . , ζn be reduced pseudogaussian random variables and

λ > 1 a parameter. We have then, for a constant γ:

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

|ζj| >
√

2λ log n] ≤ γ n(1−λ)

Proof. Applying the estimate 38 to |ζj| gives:

P[|ζj| >
√

2λ log n] ≤ 2
ϕ(u)

u
e−

u2
2 |

u=
√

2λ log n
= 2n−λ ϕ(

√
2λ log n)√
2λ log n

.

Now, as

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

|ζj| >
√

2λ log n] = P[
n⋃

j=1

{|ζj| >
√

2λ log n}] ≤ 2n−λ ϕ(
√

2λ log 2)√
2λ log 2

n∑
j=1

1 ,

the announced result now follows by taking γ = 2ϕ(
√

2λ log 2)√
2λ log 2
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In the particular case of gaussian random variables, we get the proposition under the following

form.

Corollary 4.4. For n ≥ 2, ξ1, . . . , ξn, centered gaussian random variables, identically

distributed with variance σ2 bounded by 1, and for a parameter λ ≥ 1, we have with γ =
2σ

√
π√

λ log 2
:

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

|ξj| >
√

2λ log n] ≤ γ n(1−λ)

The next proposition, gives an estimate for the lower bound probability, of a tail event,

for a finite subfamily of a sequence of pseudogaussian variables. As already said, we follow

the general line of reasoning of the proof, for the correspondent result for gaussian variables,

in [31, p. 221].

Proposition 4.5. Let ζ1, . . . , ζn, . . . be a sequence of independent, reduced, identically dis-

tributed, pseudogaussian random variables such that, with the notations given in the defini-

tion, for a given α there exist β and γ such that:

∀n ∈ N ∀λ > 0 ϕ(α
√

2λ log n) ≥ βn−γλ .

For 0 < λ < 1/(γ + 1) and 0 < c < 1− λ(γ + 1), parameters, we have for, n large enough,

that:

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

ζj >
√

2λ log n] > 1 − e−nc

.

Proof. Observe that the condition of independence, on the sequence, allow us to write

for u > 1:

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

ζj < u] = P[
n⋂

j=1

{ζj < u}] =
n∏

j=1

P[ζj < u] .

Now, by using the lower bound in 38,we have that:

n∏
j=1

P[ζj < u] ≤ (1 − γ1(u)
e−

u2
2

u
)n ,

with γ1(u) = ϕ(1+u)(e−1)

e
√

e
. Suppose now that u =

√
2λ log n. As for 0 ≤ a < 1, we have that

(1 − a)n ≤ e−na, we get, using the hypothesis on ϕ and, for a certain constant β:

(1 − γ1(u)
e−

u2
2

u
)n|

u=
√

2λ log n
≤ e

− γ1(
√

2λ log n)√
2λ log n

n(1−λ)

≤ e
−βn1−λ(γ+1)√

log n .(39)

Consider 0 < c < (1 − λ(γ + 1)). As we have that (1 − λ(γ + 1)) = c + ((1 − λ(γ + 1)) − c)

and limn→+∞[ β√
log n

n((1−λ(γ+1))−c)] = +∞, we get, for the right-hand side of 39 that, for n

big enough:

exp(− β√
log n

n(1−λ(γ+1))) = exp(−[
β√
log n

n(1−λ(γ+1))−c]nc) ≤ e−nc

.
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The result announced now follows from:

P[ sup
1≤j≤n

ζj <
√

2λ log n] ≤ e−nc

,

by observing that P[sup1≤j≤n ζj =
√

2λ log n] = 0

4.2. A nongaussian example of a pseudogaussian random variable. We will ob-

serve first, the general form of the density of the product of two independent normal variables

then, we will show that a random variable, such as the one just described, is a pseudogaussian

random variable and finally, we will present some estimates that show a relation between the

density of this pseudogaussian random variable and, the density of a normal variable.

Proposition 4.6. Let ξ1, ξ2 be two independent reduced normal random variables. Then,

ζ = ξ1ξ2 is a random variable, that admits as a density over R∗, the function f defined by:

∀x ∈ R∗ f(x) =
exp(−2x2)

2π

∫ +∞

0

e−u√
u(x2 + u)

du .

Proof. As a first step, we compute the characteristic function of ζ, using the independence

of ξ1 and ξ2.

E[eitζ ] =
∫

R2
eitx1x2dFξ1ξ2(x1, x2) =

∫
R

(∫
R

ei(tx1)x2dFξ2(x2)
)

dFξ1(x1) .

Now, as the inner integral is given by e−
1
2 t2x2

1 , we have:

E[eitζ ] =
∫

R

e−
1
2 t2x2

1dFξ1(x1) =
1√
2π

∫
R

e−
1
2 t2x2

1e−
x2
1
2 dx1 =

1√
1 + t2

Now, instead of inverting directly this characteristic function, we make the following trivial

observations. Suppose that η is a χ2 random variable with one degree of freedom then,

E[eitη] = 1√
1−2it

. Suppose that η1 and η2 are independent and have the same distribution as

η. For δ = 1
2
(η1 − η2), the corresponding characteristic functions will be given by:

E[eitδ] = E[ei t
2 η1 ] E[ei−t

2 η2 ] =
1√

1 − it

1√
1 + it

=
1√

1 + t2
.

The observations just made, show that δ and ζ have the same law. In order to calculate the

law of δ, we remark that η1 (respectively (−η2)) has a density f1 (respectively f2), defined

by:

f1(x) =
1√

2Γ( 1
2
)
e−

x2
2

√
x

I]0,+∞[(x) ( respectivamente f2(x) =
1√

2Γ( 1
2
)

e−
x2
2

√
−x

I]−∞,0[(x) ).
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Then, for x �= 0, g, the density of 2δ will be given by:

f(x) = (f1 ∗ f2)(x) =
1
2π

∫ +∞

0

e−
y2

2

√
y

e−
(x−y)2

2

√
y − x

I]−∞,0[(x − y)dy

=
1
2π

∫ +∞

x

e−
y2

2 e−
x2
2 + 2xy

2 − y2

2√
y(y − x)

dy

=
e−

x2
2

2π

∫ +∞

x

e−y(y−x)√
y(y − x)

dy .

Now, with the change of variables y(y − x) = u, we get finally the result stated in the

proposition, if we use the fact that f(x) = 2g(2x). For x = 0, the convolution above is seen

to be a nonconvergent integral.

Proposition 4.7. The random variable ζ as in proposition 4.6 is a pseudogaussian random

variable.

Proof. In fact, for x �= 0, we have, with the notations of definition 4.1, that

ϕ(x) =
exp(−3x2

2
)

2π

∫ +∞

0

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du =
exp(−3x2

2
)

2π
ψ(x) ,

which is an even positive function such that, by the Lebesgue convergence theorem, verifies:

ψ
′
(x) = −x

∫ +∞

0

e−uu

(u(u + x2)) 3
2
du .

This shows that ψ
′
is negative for x > 0 and, as a consequence, that ψ and then ϕ as defined

above, fall under the scope of definition 4.1.

The next proposition, allow us to compare the general form of the graph of the density f ,

with the known graph of the density of a normal random variable. Moreover it shows that

proposition 4.5 can be applied to the current example of pseudogaussian random variable.

Proposition 4.8. Let fN(x) = exp(−x2

2 )√
2π

be the density of a normal random variable. We

have the following estimates.

exp(−3x2

2
)

|x|

[
1√
2π

∫ +∞

0

e−u

√
u

du

]
≥ f(x)

fN(x)
≥


exp(−3x2

2 )

|x|
3
2

[
1√
10π

(1 − e−|x|)
]

para |x| ≥ 1

log( 1
|x|)

[√
2
5π

]
exp(−3x2

2
) para |x| < 1

Proof. For the upper bound just observe that for x �= 0:∫ +∞

0

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du ≤ 1
|x|

∫ +∞

0

e−u

√
u

du .
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For the lower bound, when |x| ≥ 1, consider:∫ +∞

0

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du ≥
∫ +|x|

0

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du

≥ 1√
5|x|(4|x| + x2)

∫ +|x|

0

e−udu ≥ 1√
5|x| 32

(1 − e−|x|) .

For the remaining case, that is the lower bound when |x| < 1, it is enough to take in account

that: ∫ +∞

0

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du ≥
∫ 1

x2

e−u√
u(u + x2)

du ≥ 1√
5

∫ 1

x2

du

u
=

1√
5
2 log(

1
|x|) .

This last estimation, shows the logarithmic singularity at zero of the density of the pseudo-

gaussian random variable under scrutiny.

For illustration purposes we present next a representation of the graph of the density f .

Figure 3.

4.3. A brownian tensorial product process. A natural way of building functions of

two variables, is to consider the tensorial product of functions of one variable. The property

of being gaussian, being essentially preserved by the action of linear operations, it is not

to be expected that such a procedure will yield gaussian processes whenever operating over

trajectories of gaussian processes. Nevertheless, using the additional hypothesis of indepen-

dence, of the factor processes, some similarities remain, with the gaussian case, that allow us

to obtain, at least, a modulus of continuity result.

Let (B1(s))s∈[0,1] and (B2(t))t∈[0,1] be two independent brownian processes, defined on the

same probability space. Let:

B1(s) = s ξ0 +
+∞∑
i=0

2i−1∑
n=0

�in(s) ξim ,

and

B2(t) = t ζ0 +
+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(t) ζjm ,

be the corresponding expansions as Schauder gaussian series, which we know to be convergent

uniformly almost surely. Then, the tensorial product process (B1 ⊗B2(s, t))(s,t)∈[0,1]2 defined
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almost surely by:

B1 ⊗ B2(s, t) = B1(s)B2(t) ,

admits a Schauder series representation given by:

B1 ⊗ B2(s, t) = st ζ0ξ0 + s
+∞∑
j=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�jm(t) ζjmξ0 +

+ t
+∞∑
i=0

2i−1∑
n=0

�in(s) ξinζ0 +
+∞∑
i=0

+∞∑
j=0

2i−1∑
n=0

2j−1∑
m=0

�in(s) �jm (t) ξinζjm ,(40)

Observe that, for all m, n, i, j, the random variables ξ0ζ0, ξ0ζjm, ξinζ0 ξinζjm, are pseu-

dogaussian random variables. This representation is similar to the one already used for

the brownian sheet in formula 20. The main differences are, of course, that the series is a

Schauder pseudogaussian series, instead of a Schauder gaussian series of independent random

variables. The process (B1⊗B2(s,t)√
st

)(s,t)∈[0,1]2 is a centered pseudogaussian process and, due to

the independence hypothesis,the process B1 ⊗ B2 has the same covariance function as the

brownian sheet.

The methods used for the series representation, given for the brownian sheet, namely the

estimations presented in the first subsection just above, will work for the series representation

of B1 ⊗ B2, as long as the independence of the random variables in the series representation

is not invoked. Being so, we have, with exactly the same proof as already presented in

theorem 2.4 and theorem 3.1, the following analog results.

Theorem 4.9. All the three series in representation 40, converge uniformly almost surely.

Theorem 4.10. Almost surely for h and k small enough, we have for some constant E:

ωB1⊗B2(h, k) = sup
(s,t)ε[0,1]2

|B1 ⊗ B2(s + h, t + k) − B1 ⊗ B2(s, t)| ≤

E (
√

h log(
1
hk

) +
√

k log(
1
kh

)) .(41)
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CHAPTER III

The asymptotic behavior of the second moment of the

Fourier transform of a random measure

1. Summary

The behavior, at infinity, of the Fourier transform of the random measures, that appear

in the theory of multiplicative chaos of J.-P. Kahane, is an area quite unexplored. In this

chapter, we present first, some reflections on the connection between uniform continuity and

behavior at infinity, for an integrable function. Then, after proving a formula essentially due

to Frostman and, after looking at the behavior at infinity of the Fourier transform of some

remarkable functions and measures, we study the asymptotic behavior of the second moment

of the Fourier transform of a random measure that appears in the theory of multiplicative

chaos. The result obtained generalizes slightly a result previously announced by J.-P. Kahane.

2. Introduction

The problem considered, in the last sections of this work, admits a general formulation

that can be stated as follows. A random measure is defined, in the sense of a random object

(see [31, p. 9]), by the action of a random operator on an usual Borel measure, in a way such

that, its Fourier transform is almost surely a uniformly continuous and bounded function. A

natural conjecture to be made, is that, the almost sure behavior, at infinity, of the Fourier

transform of the random measure, is somehow related to the behavior at infinity of the Fourier

transform of the Borel measure, used to build the random measure. A technique that has

given good results, in problems such as the one here presented, goes as follows (see [31, p. 257

]). One gets first, good estimates on the behavior of the moments of the random functions

and then, by an accumulation argument, the almost sure behavior is obtained. The study of

the asymptotic behavior of the second moment, besides the instrumental usefulness for the

technique described, can give an idea of what to expect on the almost sure behavior.

49
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2.1. Asymptotic behavior and uniform continuity. Let us consider, for instance,

the Lebesgue space on the line, denoted by (R,L, λ) and a numeric integrable function f . If,

(an)n∈N is a sequence of non negative numbers, such that limn→∞ an = +∞ then, by Markov

inequality:

∀n ∈ N λ(|f | ≥ an) ≤ ||f ||1
an

.

As a consequence, limn→∞ λ(|f | ≥ an) = 0. In order to have a stronger result, namely that

limx→+∞ f(x) = 0, some additional hypotheses are needed. In fact, let f be defined by:

f =
+∞∑
i=0

2i−1I[i,i+2−2i[ .

For this function, ||f ||1 = 1 and, nevertheless, lim supx→+∞ f(x) = +∞. Let us observe that,

continuity, or even differentiability, is not the main issue in what concerns the additional

hypothesis needed. One can consider, for instance, the continuous function given by:

∀x ∈ R g(x) =
+∞∑
i=1

2i(1 − 22i|x − i|)I[i−2−2i,i+2−2i](x) .

Noticing that g is an affine function by pieces, that takes the value zero for x = i− 2−2i and

x = i + 2−2i and, the value 2i for x = i, a quick calculation shows that ||g||1 = 1 with, of

course, limi→+∞ g(i) = +∞. Even a C∞(R) function exists with the same behavior. Take

the classic test function defined by

∀x ∈ R f(x) = e
−1

1−x2 I{|x|<1}(x)

and, for each ε ∈]0, 1], the function hε defined by:

∀x ∈ R hε(x) =
1

f(0) ||f ||1
√

ε
f(

x

ε
) .

It is easy to verify that:

hε(0) =
1

||f ||1
√

ε
,

that the support of hε is given by

supp(hε) = ε supp(f) = [−ε,+ε] ,

and finally, that ||hε||1 =
√

e
f(0)

= e
√

e . Our C∞(R) function, is defined by:

∀x ∈ R h(x) =
+∞∑
i=1

h2−i(x − i) .

The function h is the sum of regular disjointedly supported bumps (h2−i), centered at the

points i ∈ N, and so:

||h||1 =
+∞∑
i=1

||h2−i ||1 =
e√

2 − 1
.
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Nevertheless, we still have:

lim
i→+∞

h(i) = lim
i→+∞

h2−i(0) = lim
i→+∞

(
√

2)i

||f ||1
= +∞ .

The next proposition shows that, under the hypothesis of uniform continuity, the integrability

of the function is enough to ensure that the limit at infinity is zero. This result, can be taken

in consideration when dealing with the Fourier transform of a measure, which is a uniformly

continuous function on R (see [37, p. 132]).

Proposition 2.1. Let u be an integrable uniformly continuous function on R. Then

lim|x|→+∞ u(x) = 0.

Proof. By considering the positive and negative parts of u, we can restrain the proof to

the case in which the function u is non negative. Furthermore, we will only consider the case

of the limit in +∞, as the proof is similar for the other case, the limit in −∞. For δ > 0, the

integral of u can be decomposed in the following way:∫ +∞

0

u(x)dx =
+∞∑
n=0

∫ (n+1)δ

nδ

u(x)dx < +∞ .(42)

Using the mean value theorem of Cauchy (see [24, p. 321]), we get a real sequence (xn)n∈N

such that:

∀n ∈ N xn ∈ [nδ, (n + 1)δ] , u(xn)δ =
∫ (n+1)δ

nδ

u(x)dx ,

Observe that the decomposition of the integral, in 42, implies that limn→+∞ u(xn) = 0 Now,

for ε > 0 given, we have, as a consequence of the uniform continuity of u that, there exists

δ0 > 0 such that:

∀x, y ∈ R+ |x − y| ≤ δ0 ⇒ |u(x) − u(y)| ≤ ε .

For any xεR+, let n0 be the integer such that x ∈ [n0δ0, (n0 + 1)δ0[. Then, for x big enough,

such that u(xn0) ≤ ε, we get:

|u(x)| ≤ |u(x) − u(xn0)| + u(xn0) ≤ 2ε

and so, the result announced follows.

Corollary 2.2. Let u and ϕ be uniformly continuous functions, such that u is bounded

and ϕ is non increasing. If, for some A > 0∫ +∞

A

|ϕ(x)u(x)|dx < +∞ ,

then, limx→+∞ ϕ(x)u(x) = 0.
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Proof. This result follows from proposition 2.1, by noticing first that the product of two

bounded uniformly continuous functions is an uniformly (and bounded) continuous function

and then, that, the proposition referred, remains true if the requirement, of uniform continuity

of the function, is made only in a neighborhood of +∞ or −∞.

Remark 8. If, in the corollary, u is taken to be uniformly continuous and, ϕ is such that

1/ϕ is well defined and decreasing to zero then, the conclusion doesn’t stand anymore.

As an example of such a situation, suppose that ϕ ≥ 1 and consider a function u defined

by following the general idea used above to define g. So, let it be:

∀x ∈ R u(x) =
+∞∑
i=1

1
ϕ(i)

(
1 − |x − i|2iϕ(i + 2−i)

)
I[i− 1

2iϕ(i+2−i)
i+ 1

2iϕ(i+2−i)
[(x) .

Then, by construction, limi→+∞ u(i)ϕ(i) = 1 and, moreover:∫ +∞

0

u(x)ϕ(x) dx ≤
i=+∞∑

i=1

ϕ(i +
1

2iϕ(i + 2−i)
)

1
2i−1ϕ(i + 2−i)

≤ 2 .

Observe that u is uniformly continuous, as soon as:
+∞∑
i=1

1
ϕ(i)

< +∞ .

In fact, under this condition and by Weierstrass criterion, u can be seen as a uniform limit

of uniformly continuous functions. A function as ψ, defined by:

∀x ∈ R ψ(x) = (1 − |x − a|
M

)I[a−M,a+M ](x) .

is uniformly continuous on R because, its Fourier transform, which a quick calculation shows

to be equal to:

ψ̂(ξ) =
2
M

1 − cos(Mξ)
(2πξ)2

e−2πiaξ ,

is Lebesgue integrable. Being so, by the inversion formula (see [37, p. 126]):

ψ =
1
2π

(ψ̂)∨ .

As a consequence, ψ is uniformly continuous.

Remark 9. Our main motivation, for embarking in the study presented above, was a

possible application to the asymptotic behavior of integrals of Fourier transform of measures,

similar to the following one: ∫
Rn

|σ(x)|2
||x − ξ||a dx .

Unfortunately, this kind of approach is doomed to fail as σ̂ need not go to infinity for Radon

measures σ, even for Radon measures with finite energy. See [43, p. 169] for positive partial

results concerning the asymptotic behaviors of Fourier transforms of Radon measures.
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3. The asymptotic behavior of some classic functions

For completeness sake, we next state and prove a classical result (see [57, p. 51]), on the

asymptotic behavior of the Fourier transform of the indicator function of the unit ball in

Rn. The method used in the proof, will be next applied to study a similar, but less classical,

result. Hereafter, in this chapter, letters c, d and e will denote constants not necessarily the

same at every instance.

Proposition 3.1. Let B = B(0, 1) = {x ∈ Rn : ||x|| < 1} be the unit ball of Rn and

U = IB the indicator function of B. Then, for some constant c, we have that:

|Û(ξ)| ≤ c

|ξ|n+1
2

(43)

Proof. As U is a radial function, its Fourier transform is given by (see [60, p. 430] and,

for a proof, [59, p. 155]):

Û(ξ) = 2π||ξ|| 2−n
2

∫ +∞

0

Jn−2
2

(2π||ξ||r) U0(r) r
n
2 dr ,(44)

where U0, is such that U(x) = U0(||x||) and, Jn−2
2

is a Bessel function. As U0 is the indicator

function of [0, 1[, then:

Û(ξ) = 2π||ξ|| 2−n
2

∫ 1

0

Jn−2
2

(2π||ξ||r) r
n
2 dr .

By a change of variables, given by 2π||ξr|| = ρ, this expression is turned on the following one:

Û(ξ) = (2π)−
n
2 ||ξ||−n

∫ 2π||ξ||

0

Jn−2
2

(ρ) ρ
n
2 dρ .

Now, a classical relation of Bessel functions (see [41, p. 141]) states that:

tν+1 Jν(t) =
d

dt
[ tν+1Jν+1(t)] .(45)

Applying this relation, with ν = n
2
− 1, gives:

Û(ξ) = ||ξ||−n
2 Jn

2
(2π||ξ||)

The asymptotic behavior of Jν(t) is known (see [41, p. 134]). In fact, as for some constant c,

the following estimate holds,

|Jν(t)| ≤
c√
t

,(46)

we have finally that

|Û(ξ)| ≤ (
c√
2π

)
1

||ξ||n+1
2

,

which is the result requested.

A similar result is got, when, the unit ball is replaced by B(0, δ) and, the indicator function

appears multiplied by a remarkable locally integrable radial function.
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Proposition 3.2. Let Bδ = B(0, δ) = {x ∈ Rn : ||x|| < δ} be a ball of Rn, centered in

zero with radius δ > 0 and, for 0 < α < n, the function defined by:

Uα
δ (x) =

IBδ
(x)

||x||α .

Then, for some constants, which we denote always, by c, we have that:

|Ûα
δ (ξ)| ≤


c

||ξ||n−α if α > n−1
2

c

||ξ||
n+1

2
if α ≤ n−1

2

(47)

Proof. We will consider that δ = 1. In fact, the change of variables, given by x = δy,

shows that: ∫
||x||<δ

e−2πix·ξ

||x||α dx = δn−α

∫
||y||<1

e−2πiy·(δξ)

||y||α dy .

As that means that

Ûα
δ (ξ) = δn−α Ûα

1 (δξ) ,(48)

if, for some constant c, we have:

|Ûα
1 (ξ)| ≤ c

||ξ||min(n−α, n+1
2 )

,

we will have also that

|Ûα
δ (ξ)| ≤ c · δmax(0, n−1

2 −α)

||ξ||min(n−α, n+1
2 )

.

We will use this remark later on. By using formula 44 again, and then, a change of variables,

given by 2π||ξ||r = ρ in the integral obtained, the Fourier transform of Ûα
1 , can be written in

the following form:

Ûα
1 (ξ) =

(2π)α−n
2

||ξ||n−α

∫ 2π||ξ||

0

Jn−2
2

(ρ) ρ
n
2 −α dρ .(49)

We observe that, by using the estimate given by 46, the integral, in the right-hand side above,

converges absolutely at +∞ if α > n+1
2

. Under that condition on α, the first line in formula 47

is obtained. In order to deal with a second instance, of the first line of the result and, with

the second line of the result we have to prove, we notice that, as a consequence of formula 45

and of a trivial integration by parts:∫ z

0

ρµ Jν(ρ) dρ = zµJν+1(z) − (µ − ν − 1)
∫ z

0

ρµ−1 Jν+1(ρ) dρ .(50)

(See again, [41, p. 141]). Suppose now that:

n − 1
2

< α ≤ n + 1
2

.

Applying formula 50, to the integral in formula 49, we get, for some constants c and d, that:

|Ûα
1 (ξ)| ≤ c

||ξ||n+1
2

+
d

||ξ||n−α

∫ 2π||ξ||

0

Jn
2
(ρ) ρ

n
2 −α−1 dρ ,(51)
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where, the integral in the right-hand side of the expression converges absolutely by force of

the condition on α. This condition, obviously, implies also that n−α < n+1
2

and so, the first

line of the statement of the proposition also holds in this case. Suppose now that:

n − 3
2

< α ≤ n − 1
2

.

We apply again formula 50 but, this time, to the integral in the right-hand side of the

expression 51 and, we get, for some constants c, d and e:

|Ûα
1 (ξ)| ≤ c

||ξ||n+1
2

+
d

||ξ||n+3
2

+
e

||ξ||n−α

∫ 2π||ξ||

0

Jn
2 +1(ρ) ρ

n
2 −α−2 dρ ,(52)

the integral, on the right-hand side, being absolutely convergent by the conditions imposed

on α. These conditions also imply that n+1
2

≤ n− α < n+3
2

and so, in this case, we have as a

conclusion, the second line of the statement made in the proposition. If we suppose that the

conditions on α, are now given by:

n − 5
2

< α ≤ n − 3
2

,

the same method gives a new term in formula 52 namely, for some constants c, d, e, f :

|Ûα
1 (ξ)| ≤ c

||ξ||n+1
2

+
d

||ξ||n+3
2

+
e

||ξ||n+5
2

+
f

||ξ||n−α

∫ 2π||ξ||

0

Jn
2 +2(ρ) ρ

n
2 −α−3 dρ ,(53)

where the integral is absolutely convergent and, n+3
2

≤ n−α < n+5
2

, by force of the conditions

imposed on α. In order to conclude, its only necessary to proceed by induction, observing

that, after a finite number of steps, α will be close to its inferior limit, namely zero, and the

integral appearing as a remainder is absolutely convergent. Observe that the integrals are all

convergent in zero, by virtue of the fact that, for small ρ:

Jν(ρ) ≈ ρν

2ν Γ(1 + ν)

(See [41, p. 134], again).

The following consequence, of the last proposition, will prove useful when dealing with a

particular case of our ultimate goal in section 5.1.

Proposition 3.3. Let g be a C∞(Rn) function, with compact support, such that g is

strictly positive in a neighborhood of zero. Let 0 < α < n and define Iα,g, a Fourier transform,

by:

Iα,g(ξ) =
∫

Rn

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(x) dx .(54)
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The asymptotic behavior of Iα,g is the same as the asymptotic behavior of Ûα
1 , that is, for

some constant c,

|Iα,g(ξ)| ≤
c

||ξ||min(n−α, n+1
2 )

.(55)

Proof. The conditions imposed on g, insure the existence of M > 0 and 0 < η < 2 such

that, for v ∈ B(0, η), we have that g(0) > 0,

g(v) = g(0) + dg(0)(v) + ||v||ε(v) ,(56)

where dg(0) is the differential of g at zero, ε(v) tends to zero with v and:

|dg(0)(v) + ||v||ε(v)| ≤ M .(57)

Let R > 0 be such that, the support of g is contained in B(0, R). We can consider now,

a standard partition of unity subordinated to the open cover, of the support of g, given by

B(0, η) and B(0, 2R)∪ (B(0, η
2
))c, (see [53, p. 162] for instance). More precisely, let φ1, φ2 be

C∞(Rn) functions with compact support such that φ1 ≡ 1 in B(0, η
2
) and supt(φ1) ⊂ B(0, η),

φ2 ≡ 1 in B(0, R) and supt(φ2) ⊂ B(0, 2R). It is clear, that if we define ψ1, ψ2 by φ1 ≡ ψ1

and ψ2 ≡ (1 − φ1) · φ2 then, ψ1, ψ2 are C∞(Rn) functions with compact support, verifying:

ψ1 + ψ2 ≡ 1 on B(0, R) and supt(ψ1 + ψ2) ⊂ B(0, 2R).

The Fourier transform, whose asymptotic behavior we pretend to study, can now be writ-

ten, using this partition of unity, as:

Iα,g(ξ) =
∫

Rn

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v) · ψ1(v) dv +
∫

Rn

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v) · ψ2(v) dv .(58)

Denote by I l
α,g(ξ) (respectively Ir

α,g(ξ)), the integral on the left (respectively on the right),

in the right-hand side of equality 58. Observe that, as f(v) = g(v)·ψ2(v)

||x||α is a C∞(Rn) function

with compact support, its Fourier transform, as given by Ir
α,g(ξ), has a decay at infinity as

fast as we want, as a consequence of, for instance, Paley-Wiener theorem (see [53, p. 198]).

There exists then a constant, c, such that:

|Ir
α,g(ξ)| ≤

c

||ξ||n .(59)

The integral I l
α,g(ξ), can be further decomposed as follows:

I l
α,g(ξ) =

∫
||v||< η

2

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v) dv +
∫

η
2≤||v||<η

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v) · ψ1(v) dv .(60)

Using now 56, the integral on the left can be rewritten as:∫
||v||< η

2

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v) dv = g(0) · Ûα
η
2
(ξ) +

∫
||v||< η

2

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α (dg(0)(v) + ||v||ε(v)) dv .(61)
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By passing to polar coordinates and, on account of 57, we can estimate the integral, on the

right-hand side of this equality, by:

|
∫
||v||< η

2

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α (dg(0)(v) + ||v||ε(v)) dv| ≤ M

2n−α+1 (n − α + 1)
ηn−α+1 .(62)

By passing to polar coordinates, we can also take care of the integral on the right in 60. In

fact, for some constant c:

|
∫

η
2≤||v||<η

e−2πi ξ·x

||x||α g(v)ψ2(v) dv| ≤ c sup
||v||≤η

|g(v)ψ2(v)|
∫ η

2

η

ρn−α−1 dρ ≤ c ηn−α .(63)

In order to conclude, it is sufficient to collect the estimates made on 59, 61, 62 and 63, to

recall proposition 3.2, in particular the remark at the beginning of the corresponding proof

in conjunction with the fact that we took 0 < η < 2, and we get, for some constants c and d:

|Iα,g(ξ)| ≤
c

||ξ||min(n−α, n+1
2 )

+ d ηn−α .(64)

Observing that, in obtaining estimates 62 and 63, we only consider the modulus of the

function we were integrating, we can take the parameter η, as small as we want in 64, thus

getting the result stated.

4. Some Parseval formulas and tempered distributions

For 0 < α < n let Uα, denote the locally integrable function , defined by:

Uα(x) =
1

||x||α IR∗n(x) .

This function defines a tempered distribution, whose Fourier transform, which we denote by

Ûα but also by FUα, is represented again by a locally integrable function, given by:

Ûα(ξ) =
c(α)

||ξ||n−α
IR∗n(ξ) , c(α) =

Γ(n−α
2

)
π

n
2 −αΓ(α

2
)

.

(See [58, p. 117] or [65, p. 52, 278]).

The following result, essentially due to Frostman, is usually formulated for real measures

and without the exponential term in formula 66 (see [7, p. 22]).

Theorem 4.1. : Let σ be a positive Radon measure over Rn with compact support and

0 < α < n such that Eα, the α energy of σ, is finite. That is:

Eα =
∫

Rn

∫
Rn

dσ(t) dσ(s)
||t − s||α < +∞ .(65)

We then have: ∫
Rn

∫
Rn

e2iπξ(t−s)

||t − s||α dσ(t) dσ(s) = c(α)
∫

Rn

|σ̂(x)|2
||x − ξ||n−α

dx ,(66)

whenever the integral on the right is finite.
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Proof. The formula we have to prove, is verified for measures given by dσ(t) = φ(t)dt,

where φ ∈ S, S being the Schwartz test function space of rapidly decreasing functions. Indeed,

for such a measure, the integral on the left-hand side of formula 66, which we denote by I, is

written as:

I =
∫

Rn

(∫
Rn

e2iπξt

||t − s||α φ(t)dt

)
e−2iπξsφ(s)ds =

∫
Rn

(2π)n−α

c(n − α)
In−α(h)(s)h(s)ds ,

where, for 0 < β < n, the β Riesz potential of f is given by:

Iβ(f)(x) =
c(β)
(2π)β

∫
Rn

f(y)
||x − y||n−β

dy

and h stands for h(s) = e2iπξsφ(s). Now, given f, g ∈ S, we have that:∫
Rn

Iβ(f)(x)g(x)dx =
∫

Rn

f̂(x)ĝ(x)
(2π||x||)β

dx ,

which is essentially Parseval formula (see [58, p. 117] for all the properties of the notion of

Riesz potential used). Observing that ĥ(y) = φ̂(y − ξ) and ĥ = φ̂(ξ − y), we have:

I =
1

c(n − α)

∫
Rn

φ̂(y − ξ)φ̂(ξ − y)
||y||n−α

dy ,

which gives the result, claimed in the statement of the theorem, by a trivial change of vari-

ables, noticing that, as φ is real:

φ̂(u)φ̂(−u) = φ̂(u)φ̂(u) = |φ̂(u)|2 ,

and that C(α) = 1/c(n − α). Let now µ, be a complex measure with compact support and,

for 0 < β < n, define Iβ, the β Riesz potential of µ, by:

Iβ(µ)(x) =
c(β)
(2π)β

(µ ∗ Un−α) .

This definition makes good sense as we are considering the convolution of µ, a distribution

with compact support, with Un−α, which is a tempered distribution. Observe that, as a

consequence of a theorem of Soboleff (see [55, p. 181]), Iβ(µ) is locally in Lq for q < n
n−β

and,

in particular, Iβ(µ) is integrable over any compact of Rn. Moreover, the Fourier transform of

Iβ(µ), in the sense of distributions, is easily computed (see for instance [27, p. 21]) to give:

Îβ(µ) =
c(β)
(2π)β

µ̂ · Ûn−β =
1

(π)β
µ̂ · Ûn−β .

Considering now dµ(t) = e2πiξ·tdσ(t), we have that:

I =
∫

Rn

(∫
Rn

dµ(t)
||t − s||α

)
dµ(s) =

(2π)α

c(n − α)

∫
Rn

In−α(µ)(s)dµ(s) .
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As µ has compact support and, as a consequence of the hypotheses, done on the integral on

the right of formula 66, we can apply Parseval formula (as given for instance in [37, p. 132]

or [42, p. 121]), to obtain

I =
(2π)α

c(n − α)

∫
Rn

̂In−α(µ)(x)µ̂(x)dx = c(α)
∫

Rn

µ̂(x)Uα(x)µ̂(−x)dx ,

which, after some computations of Fourier transforms and a change of variables, is exactly

the desired result.

5. A random measure obtained from multiplicative chaos

We consider given the context of indexed martingales ([32], [34] and [35]) and the notions

related to multiplicative chaos. The purpose of this section is to point some remarks on the

random measure of multiplicative chaos and the corresponding Fourier transform. Recalling

the notations of [35] we have, for a given Radon measure σ on T , a locally compact space

and for ϕ ∈ C0(T ), the sequence of random variables (Xn(ϕ))n∈N where:

∀n ∈ N Xn(ϕ) =
∫

T

ϕ(t) Qnσ(dt) ,

is a L1 martingale, converging almost surely to a limit denoted by:

S(ϕ) =
∫

ϕdS .

Observe now that the measures, of the sequence (Qnσ)n∈N, are positive measures that, they

converge almost surely weakly and, in the case when Q lives on σ, ([35], p. 13) that is to say

when

∀ϕ ∈ C0(T ) E[
∫

ϕdS] =
∫

T

ϕ(t)q(t)σ(dt) ,

we have in an equivalent way:

E[
∫

dS] =
∫

T

q(t)σ(dt) .

This is a finite quantity by the hypothesis made. As a consequence, almost surely:

lim
n→+∞

∫
T

Qnσ(dt) = S(1) < +∞ .

We can conclude that there is convergence over the bounded continuous functions on T ([42],

p. 92). As a consequence, the definition of the Fourier transform of the random measure S,

can be given plain sense, at least in the case when T is a locally compact commutative group.

From now on we will suppose that T = Rν .
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Definition 5.1. The Fourier transform Ŝ, of the random measure S is, by definition, the

map defined almost surely by:

∀ξ ∈ Rν Ŝ(ξ) = lim
n→+∞

∫
Rν

exp(2πiξt)Qnσ(dt) .

It is easily verified that, almost surely, Ŝ is uniformly continuous and that, for a bounded

and positive Radon measure σ, the map Ŝ, is almost surely bounded.

Remark 10. : With additional hypothesis, it can be seen that S is a random measure in

the sense of a measurable map taking its values in a (measurable) space of measures.

More precisely, in the case of the theory of multiplicative chaos ([32]), if the operator

Q (given as a limit of Qn having a particular form) is strongly nondegenerate, then the

martingale (Xn(ϕ))n∈N is a L2 martingale. In fact:

∀n ∈ N E[|Xn|2] ≤ CTE

∫
T

∫
T

exp(qn(t, s))σ(dt)σ(ds) ≤ A < +∞ .

Following [48], we can say that the sequence of random measures (Qnσ)n∈N, converges in

quadratic mean ( see [48, p. 49]. This shows that S is a random measure, when considered as

a map defined on a probability space and taking its values in the space of the Radon signed

measures, a measurable space, whenever endowed with the Borel σ algebra associated with

the topology of vague convergence.

The random measures associated to the multiplicative chaos, are, in this way, under some

restrictive hypothesis, nontrivial examples of random signed measures in the sense of Kallem-

berg and Oliveira.

5.1. Asymptotic behavior of the second moment. In this section, we will state and

prove a generalization of a theorem of J.-P. Kahane ([31, p. 30]) on the behavior at infinity

of E[|Ŝ(ξ)|2]. We will suppose that the random measure S is associated with a kernel given

by:

∀s, t ∈ Rν q(t, s) = u log(
1

||t − s||) + ©(1) .

Theorem 5.1. Let σ be a positive measure on R, such that:∫
Rν

|σ̂(x)|2dx < +∞ , ∀ξ ∈ Rν

∫
Rν

|σ̂(x)|2
||x − ξ||ν−u

dx < +∞ .

and such that, the operator Q is strongly nondegenerate on σ. We have then for some con-

stants c and d that:

E[|Ŝ(ξ)|2] ≤ 1
||ξ||ν−u

(c + d ||ξ||ν sup
||x−ξ||< ||ξ||

2

|σ̂(x)|2) .
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Proof. We use the result, in [31], which says that:

E[|Ŝ(ξ)|2] = E[|
∫

exp(2πitξ)dS(t)|2] =
∫

(Rν)2
exp(2πi(t − s)ξ)eq(t,s)dσ(t) dσ(s) .(67)

We will deal first, with the special case where σ admits a C∞ density f , with compact support.

Suppose then that, dσ(t) = f(t)dt. By a trivial change of variables and, by Fubini theorem,

we get: ∫
R2ν

e−2πi(t−s)ξ

||t − s||u dσ(t) dσ(s) =
∫

R2ν

e−2πivξ

||v||u f(v + s)f(s)dv ds =∫
Rν

e−2πivξ

||v||u (f ∗ f∨)(s)dv .

The hypotheses on f imply that (f ∗ f∨) is a C∞ function, with compact support, strictly

positive in a neighborhood of zero. As a consequence of proposition 3.3, we get, for some

constant c:

E[|S(ξ)|2] ≤ c

||ξ||min(u, n+1
2 )

,

which is a weaker result than the one announced. The general case needs another kind of

approach. We apply theorem 4.1, to the last term in formula 67, to get for some constant d:

E[|Ŝ(ξ)|2] = d

∫
Rν

|σ̂(x)|2
||x − ξ||ν−u

dx .

Denote by I the following integral:

I =
∫

Rn

|σ̂(x)|2
||x − ξ||a dx .(68)

In order to obtain the asymptotic behavior of this integral, we consider a point ξ, fixed in Rn

and, the partition, of the domain of integration, given by:

Rn = B(0,
||ξ||
2

) ∪ B(ξ, α) ∪ {x ∈ Rn : ||x|| ≥ ||ξ||
2

, ||x − ξ|| ≥ α} ,(69)

where α is a parameter we will deal with, below. Let I1 (respectively I2, I3) be the integral

of the function |σ̂(x)|2
||x−ξ||a over the set on the left (respectively on the middle, on the right) of

the partition 69. Then, it is clear that:

I1 ≤ 1
||ξ||a

∫
||x||
||ξ|| < 1

2

|σ̂(x)|2
|1 − ||x||

||ξ|| |a
dx ≤ 1

||ξ||a 2a||σ̂||22 ,(70)

I2 ≤ sup
||x−ξ||<α

|σ̂(x)|2
∫
||x||<α

dx

||x||a ≤ αν−a sup
||x−ξ||<α

|σ̂(x)|2
∫
||x||<α

dx

||x||a ,(71)

I3 ≤ 1
αa

∫
||x||> ||ξ||

2

|σ̂(x)|2 dx ≤ ||σ̂||22
αa

.(72)
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As a consequence, for some constants c and d, and choosing α = ||ξ||
2

in 71 and in 72, we have

that:

I ≤ 1
||ξ||a (c + d ||ξ||ν sup

||x−ξ||< ||ξ||
2

|σ̂(x)|2) ,(73)

as desired.

Remark 11. Let σ be the Lebesgue measure concentrated on the unit ball of Rν . As a

consequence of formula 43, we will have that, for some constant c:

|σ̂(x)|2 ≤ c

||x||ν+1
,

And, as a consequence:

E[|Ŝ(ξ)|2] ≤ c

||ξ||ν−u
,

in agreement with the result stated in ([31, p. 30]).

Remark 12. The final conclusion, in the statement of theorem 5.1, clearly depends on

the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier transform of the measure σ. We present next an

example, (see [56]), that shows that, in general, the integral in 68 has no rate of decay better

than ©(1). We will see that the measure under scrutiny, hasn’t compact support. As a

consequence, a natural question is to find an example, such as the one presented, but with a

measure with compact support.

Consider a sequence of functions (ϕn)n∈N defined by:

∀n ∈ N ϕn = I[−n,1−n] + I[n−1,n] .

As ϕn is an even function, its Fourier ϕ̂n transform is real valued. A quick computation shows

that:

∀n ∈ N ϕ̂n(ξ) =
2 sin(πξ) cos((2n − 1)πξ)

πξ
.

Define now a sequence of functions (ψn)n∈N by:

∀n ∈ N ψn = ϕn ∗ ϕn .

A simple, but tedious computation, shows that ψn(x) is a linear by pieces continuous function

with compact support, simply described as the sum of three tent functions given by:

ψn(x) = (2n + x)I[−2n,−2n+1](x) + (−x − 2n + 2)I[−2n+1,−2n+2](x) +

(2x + 2)I[−1,0](x) + (2 − 2x)I[0,1](x) +

(x − 2n + 2)I[2n−2,2n−1](x) + (2n − x)I[2n−1,2n](x) .
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As ψ̂n = (ϕ̂n)2, we have that:

∀n ∈ N ψ̂n(ξ) =
4 sin2(πξ) cos2((2n − 1)πξ)

π2ξ2

This shows that ψn belongs to L1(R) ∩ L2(R). Take a sequence (an)n∈N∗ , of nonnegative

numbers, such that
∑+∞

n=1 an < +∞ and, define a measure dσ(ξ) = f(ξ)dξ with:

∀ξ ∈ R f(ξ) =
+∞∑
n=1

anψ̂n(ξ) .

As σ(R) = 2
∑+∞

n=1 an, the measure σ is finite. Moreover, as a consequence of Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality, the density of σ, with respect to the Lebesgue measure, is in L2(R). In fact, we

have:

(
∫

R

f2(ξ)dξ)
1
2 =

(
+∞∑

n,m=1

anam

∫
R

ψ̂n(ξ)ψ̂m(ξ)dξ

) 1
2

≤

||ψn||2||ψm||2(
+∞∑
n=1

a2
n)

1
2 (

+∞∑
m=1

a2
m)

1
2 < +∞ .

Observe now that, for every p ∈ N:

|σ̂(x)| =
1
2π

+∞∑
n=1

anψn(x) ≥ apψp(x) .

As a consequence, for some constant c:

I(2n − 1) =
∫

R

|σ̂(x)|2
|x − (2n − 1)|a dx ≥

∫ 2n

2n−2

|σ̂(x)|2 ≥ ca2
n

Finally, by choosing, for example:

an =


1
k2 , if n = 22k

0, otherwise ,

we see that I has no rate of decay better than ©(1).
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CHAPTER IV

On the space of random tempered distributions having a mean

1. Summary

A class of random tempered distributions, on R, is introduced by considering random

series, in the usual Hermite functions, having, as coefficients, random variables which satisfy

certain growth conditions. This class is shown to be, exactly, the class of random Schwartz

tempered distributions having a mean. Otherwise stated, we obtain a characterization of the

stochastic processes with a first moment and having as trajectories tempered distributions.

As important examples of this class, we introduce a brownian type process on R and recall,

the brownian distributions of J.-P. Kahane. We present a study on a possible converse, of a

result on brownian distributions, which leads to a moment problem.

2. Introduction

A natural starting point to study random tempered distributions is, to consider as a

definition that, such an object is just a map from Ω into S ′
(R), the space of tempered or

Schwartz distributions on R, the probability space (Ω,A, P) being complete (see [31, p. 9] or

[26, p. 13]).

A complementary point de vue is, to define from the start, a random distribution as a

linear continuous map from S(R), the Schwartz space of test functions, into some space of

random variables, endowed with some topological (and hence measurable) structure, usually,

convergence in probability (see [10, p. 210]).

Some price has to be paid for the simplicity of the first approach. In fact, as soon as some

result is to be proved, requiring the map between Ω and S ′
(R) to be a random variable, the

existence of the law of such a random variable being an instance, the topological structure of

S(R) and S ′
(R) has to be considered (see [26, p. 115] or [28, p. 21]).

In this work, we adopt first the simplest approach in order to define and study a particular

class of tempered random distributions. The characterization result (theorem 4.7), proved

65
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in the sequel, which amounts to show that this class recovers exactly the space of random

tempered distributions having a mean 1 uses only a trivial consequence of the measurability

condition. Namely, we use the fact that the sequence of Fourier Hermite coefficients, of the

random distribution, is a sequence of random variables. Using the denominations of [26], the

characterization of amenable random distributions can be read as a structure result on the

generalized stochastic processes having as trajectories tempered distributions.

Results on the Minlos’ support of the law of a generalized stochastic process having (gen-

eralized) moments are given in [10, p. 212]. In [3], the idea of considering gaussian random

fields whose covariance is the parametrix of an elliptic pseudo-differential operator, gives

results on the sample path properties of such a gaussian field. This idea could perhaps be

used, in a modified form, to obtain more information on the structure of generalized processes

whose trajectories are tempered distributions.

3. The Hermite Functions

3.1. Laurent Schwartz’s fundamental result. In this introductory section, we sum-

marize, from [55, p. 261], some definitions and results on the Hermite functions. The most

important one is theorem 3.7, which establishes that the space of tempered distributions on

R is isomorphic to the space of slowly increasing sequences indexed by the integers. The

formula presented in lemma 3.8 will be used in the study of brownian distributions.

Definition 3.1. The Hermite polynomials on R are the polynomials Hm(x), for m ∈ N,

defined by the equations:

dm

dxm
e−2πx2

= (−1)m
√

m! 2m− 1
4 π

m
2 Hm(x) e−2πx2

.

Associated with these polynomials are the Hermite functions given, for m ∈ N, by:

Hm(x) = Hm(x)e−πx2
.

Proposition 3.1. The family (Hm)m∈N, is a complete orthonormal set of functions in

L2(R).

The Fourier transform of an Hermite function is simply given by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2.

F(Hm)(ξ) = (−1)mHm(ξ) .

1Amenable random distributions was the designation proposed by J.-P. Kahane for tempered ran-

dom distributions having a mean.
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As a consequence, we have the representation for the elements of L2(R), as a series of

Hermite functions.

Proposition 3.3. For every ϕ ∈ L2(R), the following equality in the L2 sense holds:

ϕ(x) =
+∞∑
m=0

am(ϕ)Hm(x) ,

where the coefficients (am(ϕ))m∈N are given by:

am(ϕ) =
∫

R

ϕ(x)Hm(x) dx

and, the following Plancherel type result holds:
+∞∑
m=0

|am(ϕ)|2 =
∫

R

|ϕ(x)|2dx .

The natural operators for the Hermite functions are given by:

(τ+f)(x) = (
d

dx
f)(x) + 2πxf(x) (τ−f)(x) = −(

d

dx
f)(x) + 2πxf(x) .(74)

where f is some regular function (or a distribution). The recurrence relations that hold

among the Hermite function imply the next result about the action of τ+ and τ− on the

Hermite functions.

Proposition 3.4. For every m ≥ 1 or p ≥ 0:

τ+(Hm) = 2
√

πm Hm−1 , τ−(Hp) = 2
√

π(p + 1) Hp+1 .(75)

As a consequence, if ϕ, ϕ
′
, xϕ, are functions in L2(R) then, as τ+ and τ− are adjoint

operators of each other,

am(τ+ϕ) =
∫

R

(τ+ϕ)(x) Hm(x)dx =
∫

R

ϕ(x) (τ+Hm)(x)dx .

This relation obviously implies that:

am(τ+ϕ) = 2
√

π(m + 1) am+1(ϕ) .

And, by the same line of reasoning, we also have that, for m ≥ 1:

am(τ−ϕ) = 2
√

πm am−1(ϕ) ,

with the natural convention that a0(τ−ϕ) = 0. These formulae now imply the next proposi-

tion.

Proposition 3.5. The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) ϕ, ϕ
′
, xϕ, are in L2(R) .

(2)
∑+∞

m=0 |am(ϕ)|2 < +∞ .
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By induction, using the iterates of the operators τ+ and τ−, we get the following theorem

which gives a characterization of the space S of rapidly decreasing functions.

Theorem 3.6. A necessary and sufficient condition for having ϕ ∈ S, is that the se-

quence (am(ϕ))m∈N is a rapidly decreasing sequence. The natural map, that gives the sequence

(am(ϕ))m∈N as a function of ϕ, is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces between the

space S and, the space of rapidly decreasing sequences.

Given a tempered distribution T , the Hermite coefficients (am(T ))m∈N of T , can naturally

be calculated by:

am(T ) =< T,Hm > ,(76)

as the functions Hm all belong to S. Using the representation of T , as a finite sum of

distributions which in turn are images of functions in L2(R), by repeated applications of

the operators τ+ and τ−, one can prove that the sequence (am(T ))m∈N is a slowly increasing

sequence.

Conversely, given a slowly increasing sequence (bm)m∈N, the series
∑+∞

m=0 bmHm converges

in S ′
to a limit, let it be T , such that:

∀m ∈ N bm = am(T )

In short, we have the following important result.

Theorem 3.7 (Laurent Schwartz). A necessary and sufficient condition for having

T ∈ S ′
, is that the sequence (am(T ))m∈N is a slowly increasing sequence. The natural map that

associates the sequence of the Hermite coefficients of the distribution T , to the distribution,

is an isomorphism between S ′
and the space of slowly increasing sequences.

The representation of the duality between S an S ′
, given the Hermite coefficients of T ∈ S ′

and ϕ ∈ S, is expressed by:

< T, ϕ >=
+∞∑
m=0

am(T ) am(ϕ) .(77)

The expression of the Fourier transform of an object in S or in S ′
and, represented by a

Hermite series:
+∞∑
m=0

cm Hm ,

is given by:

F(
+∞∑
m=0

cm Hm) =
+∞∑
m=0

(−1)m cm Hm ,
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where the series converge in S, if the sequence (cm)m∈N is rapidly decreasing and the series

converge in S ′
, if the sequence is slowly increasing.

3.2. The generating function for the square of Hermite functions. The formula

presented in the next lemma, will be instrumental in the proof of a theorem of J. P. Kahane

on brownian distributions as well as, in our investigation about a converse of the proposition

stated in that theorem.

Lemma 3.8. For |t| < 1:

+∞∑
m=0

tmH2
m(x) =

√
2

1 − t2
e−2πx2 1−t

1+t(78)

Proof. This formula, which we took without proof from [30], can be derived from a similar

one already proved in [63, p. 77, 78]. In fact, theorem 43 of the monograph just quoted reads

that, for |t| < 1:

+∞∑
n=0

tn e−x2

2n n!
(Pn(x))2 =

1√
1 − t2

e−x2 1−t
1+t ,(79)

where the Hermite polynomials Pn(x) are defined as those polynomials which satisfy for

n ∈ N:

Pn(x) = (−1)n ex2 dn

dxn
e−x2

.

This formula shows that:
dn

dxn
e−x2

= (−1)n e−x2
Pn(x) .

We observe that trivially:

dn

dxn
e−2πx2

= (2π)
n
2

dn

dyn
(e−y2

)|y=
√

2π x .

After making the appropriate substitutions, we have the following relation between Titch-

march Hermite polynomials Pn and the Schwartz Hermite polynomials Hn:

∀n ∈ N Pn(
√

2π x) = 2
2n−1

4

√
n! Hn(x) .

Using this relation in formula 79, we get the result announced.

4. Random Schwartz tempered distributions having a mean

4.1. Introduction. In this section, we introduce a space of random Schwartz distribu-

tions over R by means of series of Hermite functions having as coefficients random variables

satisfying a certain growth condition. The results presented here, are similar to those pre-

sented in [14], where the particular case of periodic distributions was studied.
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Let (Ω,A, P) be a complete probability space. Let M denote the space of random variables

taking complex values and MN the space of sequences of elements of M indexed by the

integers N. For A, an element of M, let E[|A|] be defined by:

E[|A|] =
∫

Ω

|A| dP .

Let

Cm ={(cn)n∈N ∈ MN : (∃A ∈ M , A ≥ 0 , E[A] < +∞) (∃k ∈ N)

(∀n ∈ N) |cn| ≤ A(1 + n)k a. s. on Ω} ,
(80)

be a space of sequences of random variables. This space can be described by the equivalent

conditions given in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.1. For (cn)n∈N ∈ MN the following are equivalent:

(1) (cn)n∈N ∈ Cm

(2) There exists an integrable random variable A and a real bounded random variable K,

defined on Ω, such that:

∀n ∈ N |cn| ≤ A (1 + n)Ka. s. on Ω

(3) The sequence (E[|cn|])n∈N is a sequence of slow growth or, in an equivalent rephrasing:

(∃a > 0) (∃k ∈ N) (∀n ∈ N) E[|cn|] ≤ a (1 + n)k

Proof. The proof goes exactly as in the proof of theorem 2.1, replacing Z by N in every

instance where the first set is the set of indices of the sequence.

Associated with every sequence (cn)n∈N in Cm, there is a random Schwartz distribution T

on R, defined for a ϕ ∈ S by:

< T, ϕ >=
+∞∑
m=0

cm am(ϕ) .(81)

The distribution T is well defined because, by the second condition of the theorem 4.1,

the sequence (cn)n∈N is almost surely a sequence of slow growth. Besides, the sequence

(am(ϕ))m∈N, of the Hermite coefficients of ϕ, is a rapidly decreasing sequence and so, the

series, in the left-hand side of 81, converges almost surely.

We will present some examples after mentioning some properties of the random Schwartz

distributions just defined.

Theorem 4.2 (On the uniqueness of the representation). Let T be given, as in

formula 81, by a sequence (cn)n∈N. Then, the following are equivalent:
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(1) T = 0 a. s. on Ω .

(2) ∀m ∈ N cm = 0 a. s. on Ω .

Proof. Same proof as in theorem 4.1 which is the corresponding result in the first chap-

ter.

As a consequence, for every random Schwartz distribution, defined this way, there is, up to

equality almost sure, an unique sequence of random variables such that formula 81 is verified

almost surely. Such a sequence will be denoted by: .

(am(T ))m∈N .

An obvious corollary of this theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for equality of

two random Schwartz distributions obtained by the way just explained.

Theorem 4.3. Let T , U , be two random Schwartz distributions obtained by formula 81

from the sequences (am(T ))m∈N and (am(U))m∈N, respectively. Then, the following are equiv-

alent:

(1) T = U a. s. on Ω .

(2) ∀m ∈ N am(T ) = am(U) a. s. on Ω .

One important property of the class of random tempered distributions here introduced, by

means of the space Cm, is that, this class is stable by derivation.

Definition 4.1. For a random Schwartz distribution T , the derivative T
′
of T , is a random

Schwartz distribution defined by:

∀ω ∈ Ω ∀ϕ ∈ S(R) < T
′
, ϕ >= − < T, ϕ

′
> .(82)

If a random tempered distribution has the sequence of its Hermite coefficients, given by 76,

in the class Cm then, the Hermite coefficients of the derivative are also in the class Cm. This

fact follows from the next result.

Theorem 4.4. Let T =
∑+∞

m=0 am(T )Hm be a random Schwartz distribution. Then, the

derivative of T has a representation as a Hermite series given by:

T
′
= a1(T )

√
πH0 +

+∞∑
m=1

(
am+1(T )

√
π(m + 1) − am−1(T )

√
πm

)
Hm .(83)

Proof. As a consequence of the definition 82 and, of duality formula 77, we have that,

for any test function ϕ ∈ S:

< T
′
, ϕ >=< T, (−ϕ

′
) >=

+∞∑
m=0

am(T ) (−am(ϕ
′
)) .(84)
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As a result of an integration by parts, the Hermite coefficients of −ϕ
′
are given, for m ∈ N,

by:

− am(ϕ
′
) =

∫
R

ϕ(u)H′

m(u) du .(85)

Now, the derivative of any Hermite function can be simply obtained with the operators τ+

and τ−. In fact, it follows from the definition of these operators (74) that:

d

dx
=

1
2
(τ+ − τ−) .

Then, proposition 75, imply that, for m ≥ 1,

H′

m =
√

πm Hm−1 −
√

π(m + 1) Hm+1

and, as τ+(H0) = 0 that, H′

0 = −√
πH1. These expressions, for the derivatives of Hermite

functions, together with formula 85, imply that for m ≥ 1:

− am(ϕ
′
) = am−1(ϕ)

√
πm − am+1(ϕ)

√
π(m + 1), −a0(ϕ

′
) = −a1(ϕ)

√
π .(86)

After replacing formula 86 in formula 84, we get:

< T
′
, ϕ >= a1(T )

√
πa0(ϕ) +

+∞∑
p=1

(
ap+1(T )

√
π(p + 1) − ap−1(T )

√
πp

)
ap(ϕ) ,

which is, exactly, the formula stated in the theorem

Due to the hypotheses made on a sequence, in Cm, a random Schwartz distribution given,

by way of formula 81, has a mean in the sense of the next definition.

Definition 4.2. Let T be a random Schwartz distribution associated to a complex se-

quence (am(T ))m∈N, by formula 81. Then, T admits T̄ as a mean if and only if:

(1) ∀ϕ ∈ S < T, ϕ >∈ M∩ L1(Ω) .

(2) ∀ϕ ∈ S E[< T, ϕ >] =< T̄ , ϕ > .

A random Schwartz distribution, built with a sequence (cm)m∈N ∈ Cm by formula 81,

does admit a mean. This mean has a representation as a Hermite function series having,

as coefficients, the sequence of expectations (E[cm])m∈N. This simple result follows from a

common application of Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem as we will show next.

Theorem 4.5. If T =
∑+∞

m=0 am(T )Hm is a random Schwartz distribution then, T admits

the usual Schwartz distribution T̄ =
∑+∞

m=0 E[am(T )]Hm as a mean.
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Proof. For every ϕ ∈ S, the sequence (am(ϕ))m∈N is a rapidly decreasing sequence. By

theorem 4.1, the sequence (E[|am(T )|])m∈N is a slow growth sequence and so, the series:
+∞∑
m=0

E[|am(T )|] |am(ϕ)| ,

converges almost surely. Now, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem:

< T̄ , ϕ > =
+∞∑
m=0

E[am(T )] am(ϕ)

= E[
+∞∑
m=0

am(T ) am(ϕ)]

= E[< T, ϕ >] ,

where the last equality results from the duality formula 77.

4.2. A characterization. A noticeable converse of theorem 4.5 holds, in a sense that

we now proceed to explain. Let T be a measurable map from (Ω,A) into S ′
, which we

consider endowed with the Kolmogoroff σ-algebra associated to the dual countably hilbertian

(or Schwartz) topology on S (see [28, p. 6, 16]). Then, for almost every ω ∈ Ω the Hermite

coefficients of T (ω), which we denote, as usual, by

am(T (ω)) =< T (ω),Hm > ,

for m ∈ N, are all well defined and furthermore, we can consider (am(T ))m∈N as a well

defined sequence of random variables. For a general T , no growth condition on the sequence

(am(T ))m∈N is verified so as to ensure that this sequence is in the class Cm. For instance,

consider a sequence in which only a finite number of terms are non zero and having one of

these as a nonintegrable random variable.

Another example is given by a sequence of random variables taking small values with a

big probability, and big values with small probability such as, (am(T ))m∈N∗ verifying:

P[am(T ) = mem] =
1

m2
, P[am(T ) = 0] = 1 − 1

m2
.

As the series
∑+∞

m=1 P[am(T ) = mem] converges, then, by Borel-Cantelli lemma, T is almost

surely given by a finite sum of terms. That is, for almost all ω ∈ Ω, there exists a N ∈ N∗,

N = N(ω) such that:

T (ω) =
N∑

m=1

am(T ) Hm .

Now, as we have:

∀m ∈ N∗ E[am(T )] =
em

m
,

which does not define a sequence of slow growth, the sequence (am(T ))m∈N∗ can not be in

the class Cm, as a result of theorem 4.1.
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The next theorem shows that the first condition in definition 4.2 is a sufficient condition

on T for the sequence (am(T ))m∈N to be in the class Cm.

Theorem 4.6. Let T be defined (almost surely) in S, by a sequence of random variables

(am(T ))m∈N, such that:

∀ϕ ∈ S < T, ϕ >=
+∞∑
m=0

am(T ) am(ϕ) a. s. on ω .

Then, if:

∀ϕ ∈ S < T, ϕ >∈ L1(Ω) ,

the sequence (am(T ))m∈N is in the class Cm.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof given to a similar result

for periodic Schwartz distributions in [15]. Let us show first, using the closed graph theorem

that, the map ΛT defined for every test function ϕ ∈ S(R) by ΛT (ϕ) =< T, ϕ >, is continuous

from S(R) into L1(Ω). As T is, almost surely, a random tempered distribution, if (ϕl)l∈N is a

sequence of test functions converging to zero in S(R) then, the sequence of random variables

(Ul)l∈N, defined for l ∈ N, by:

Ul =< T, ϕl > ,

converges a.s. to zero. So, this sequence (Ul)l∈N converges also in probability to zero. Now,

suppose that (Ul)l∈N converges to U in L1(Ω); then, the sequence converges also in probability

to U and so U = 0. By the closed graph theorem [53, p. 51], the map ΛT is continuous.

Taking in account the topologies of S(R) and L1(Ω), the continuity of ΛT can be expressed

in the following way:

∃k ∈ N, ∃ck > 0 ∀ϕ ∈ S(R) || < T, ϕ > ||L1(Ω) ≤ ck sup
n∈N

(1 + |n|)k |an(ϕ)| .(87)

As a second step, we use the sequence of Rademacher functions [67, p. 212 ] defined in [0, 1]

by:

∀t ∈ [0, 1] ∀n ∈ N rn(t) = σ(sin(2n+1πt)) ,

where σ(t) denotes the sign of t defined by:

σ(t) =


|t|
t

if t �= 0

0 otherwise .
(88)

And, we also consider s(N), the space of rapidly decreasing complex sequences with the

topology induced by the quasi-norms |.|k , k ∈ N, which are defined for s = (sn)n∈N, an

element of s(N), by:

|s|k = sup
n∈N

(1 + n)k|sn| .
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Then, for every t ∈ [0, 1], the map from s(N) to s(N) which associates to each sequence

s ∈ s(N), the sequence w = (wn)n∈Z defined by

∀n ∈ Z wn = rn(t)sn ,

is an homeomorphism such that:

∀k ∈ N |w|k = |s|k .

As a consequence of this observation, of the expression of the continuity of ΛT , given by (87)

and, of Parseval formula, we have that:

(∃k ∈ N, ck > 0) (∀ϕ ∈ S(R)), (∀t ∈ [0, 1])

E|
+∞∑
n=0

rn(t)an(T )an(ϕ)| ≤ ck sup
n∈N

(1 + n)k |an(ϕ)| .
(89)

In the third step of the proof we will show that, the left-hand side of the inequality in (89)

can be replaced by the expression:

E[(
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2) 1
2 ] .

In order to do as stated, we observe that, as the sequence (an(ϕ))n∈N is rapidly decreasing

and, almost surely, (an(T ))n∈N is a sequence of slow growth, we have almost surely:
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2 < +∞ .

Now, by the standard inequality for Rademacher functions [67, p. 213 ], we have almost

surely for some constant c:

(
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2) 1
2 ≤ c

∫ 1

0

|
+∞∑
n=0

rn(t) an(T )an(ϕ)|dt .

To conclude as desired, it is enough to apply Fubini theorem, to get, for k, ck and ϕ as in

(89):

E[(
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2) 1
2 ] ≤ c ck sup

n∈N

(1 + n)kan(ϕ) .(90)

In the fourth step, we remark that the left-hand side of the inequality, in (90), can be replaced

by

E[
+∞∑
n=0

√
αn|an(T )||an(ϕ)|] ,

where (αn)n∈N, is an arbitrary sequence of strictly positive numbers such that,
∑n=+∞

n=0 αn = 1.

This statement results from the fact that, for almost every ω ∈ Ω, the expression
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2 =
+∞∑
n=0

αn|an(T )|2 |an(ϕ)|2
αn

,
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can be considered as an integral over N, of the function defined by:

∀n ∈ N |an(T )|2 |an(ϕ)|2
αn

,

with respect to the measure over (N,P(N)), that puts a mass αn on each integer n. Applying

Jensen inequality, with the convex function −√
x on the interval [0,+∞[, we have that a. s.:

(
+∞∑
n=0

|an(T )|2|an(ϕ)|2) 1
2 ≥

+∞∑
n=0

αn|an(T )| |an(ϕ)|√
αn

.

As a consequence, for k, ck and ϕ as in (89):

E[
+∞∑
n=0

√
αn|an(T )||an(ϕ)|] ≤ c ck sup

n∈N

(1 + n)k|an(ϕ)| .(91)

This expression shows that the sequence (E[|an(T )|√αn])n∈N, is of slow growth at infinity. In

order to conclude now, it is enough to consider, for instance, the sequence (αn)n∈N defined

by:

αn =


1/A n = 0

1/n2A n �= 0

where A = 1 + π2

6
. This sequence satisfies the hypothesis made, in the fourth step and,

it is clear, that if with this sequence, (E[|an(T )|√αn])n∈N is a sequence of slow growth at

infinity then, (E[|an(T )|])n∈N is also of slow growth thus showing that, the random Schwartz

distribution T is in the class Cm.

As a consequence of this theorem we can now formulate the result which gives a charac-

terization of random Schwartz distributions having a mean or a first moment.

Theorem 4.7. Let T be a measurable random Schwartz distribution. Then T , has a first

moment if and only if the sequence of its Hermite coefficients is in the class Cm.

Proof. That the last condition is sufficient was already shown in theorem 4.5. The

condition is necessary as a consequence of the theorem 4.6.

Remark 13. This last result can also be read as a characterization of the stochastic pro-

cesses with a first moment which have as trajectories tempered distributions. In fact, let X

be a generalized stochastic process (see [26, p. 115]). This will mean for us and, according

to the reference quoted that, X = (Xϕ)ϕ∈S is a family of random variables on a probability

space (Ω,A, P) such that, for all ω ∈ Ω, the map from S into C, given by X.(ω), is a tempered

distribution. We can then consider that X, has, as trajectories, tempered distributions. Ob-

viously, such an object defines a random distribution, in the sense we have been using and,
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moreover, the sequence (am(X))m∈N is a sequence of random variables. As a consequence,

theorem 4.7 can be applied giving the characterization mentioned.

5. Two examples

5.1. A brownian type process on R. A gaussian white noise, on R, can naturally be

presented using the concepts studied so far. Let (ξm)m∈N be a normal sequence. That is, a

sequence of independent, identically distributed, centered, gaussian, random variables, with

variance equal to one. As we have:

∀m ∈ N E[|ξm|] =
√

2
π

,

the sequence is in the class Cm and, being so:

W =
+∞∑
m=0

ξm Hm ,(92)

defines in the usual way a random Schwartz distribution. Let us observe that, as a conse-

quence of theorem 4.5:

E[W ] =
+∞∑
m=0

E[ξm]Hm = 0 .

The next easy proposition shows that, W can be seen as a white noise on R.

Theorem 5.1. W can be extended, as an isometry, between L2(R) and the gaussian space

H, which is the closure in L2(Ω) of the vector space generated by (ξm)m∈N.

Proof. Let us observe first, that, for ϕ ∈ S:

< W, ϕ >=
+∞∑
m=0

am(ϕ) ξm ,

is a zero mean gaussian random variable. Using the orthonormality properties of the Hermite

functions, the variance of this random variable is given by:

E[| < W, ϕ > |2] =
+∞∑
m=0

|am(ϕ)|2 = ||ϕ||2 .(93)

Let now be f ∈ L2(R); the Hermite functions being a complete orthonormal system in

L2(R) we have that:

||f ||2 = (
+∞∑
m=0

|am(f)|2) 1
2 < +∞ .

As a result, we can consider the extension of W to the whole L2(R) by taking for such an f :

W (f) =
+∞∑
m=0

am(f) ξm ,
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the series being almost surely convergent, by an application of a known theorem (see [61, p.

58]). It is straightforward to verify that, W is an isometry (with the same calculation as the

one which was done in formula 93). The following formulas:

∀m ∈ N W (Hm) = ξm ,

show that W (L2(R)) = H.

In order to define a brownian type process in R, we use, in a standard way, the gaussian

white noise just constructed.

Theorem 5.2. There is an (unique in law) brownian type process (Bt)t∈R, having a version

with continuous trajectories, such that:

∀t ∈ R Bt =
1√
2

+∞∑
m=0

(
∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du) ξm a. s. on Ω .

where (ξm)m∈N is a given normal sequence.

Remark 14. For each t ∈ R, Bt is well defined as:

Bt =
1√
2

W (I[−|t|, +|t|]) .(94)

where W , is the gaussian white noise of the previous section and, the indicator function of

the interval [−|t|, +|t|], obviously belongs to L2(R).

Lemma 5.3. For each t, Bt, is a centered gaussian random variable and, given s, t ∈ R,

the covariance between Bs and Bt verifies:

E[Bt, Bs] = min(|s|, |t|) .(95)

Proof. [of the lemma] The fact that Bt is a centered gaussian variable stems from the

definition of the gaussian white noise W . In order to verify formula 95, let us observe that,

for every t ∈ R:
1√
2

I[−|t|, +|t|] =
1√
2

+∞∑
m=0

(
∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du) Hm .

As a similar representation holds replacing t by s ∈ R, we then have, as there is absolute

convergence of the series involved:

1
2
(I[−|t|, +|t|] × I[−|s|, +|s|]) =

1
2

∑
m,n∈N

(
∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du)(

∫ +|s|

−|s|
Hm(v) dv) Hm Hn .

Now, integrating both sides of this equality in R, gives:

min(|s|, |t|) =
1
2

+∞∑
m=0

(
∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du)(

∫ +|s|

−|s|
Hm(v) dv) ,
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as a by-product of the orthonormality relations among the Hermite functions. In order to

conclude, it is enough to observe that:

E[Bt, Bs] =
1
2

E[
+∞∑
m=0

((
∫ +|s|

−|s|
Hm(v) dv) ξm)((

∫ +|t

−|t|
Hm(u) du) ξn)]

=
1
2

∑
m,n∈N

(
∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du)(

∫ +|s|

−|s|
Hm(v) dv) E[ξmξn]

= min(|s|, |t|) .

where the last equality results, from the fact that the sequence (ξm)m∈N is a normal sequence

and so, E[ξmξn] = δn
m.

Proof. [of the theorem] Let us notice that, the kernel k(s, t) = min(|s|, |t|) is a positive

definite kernel, as the following easy computation shows. Take I a finite set, a family (αi)i∈I

of complex numbers and, the counting measure µc over (I, 2I). Then, for any family (si)i∈I

of real numbers and, by Fubini theorem:

∑
(i,j)∈I2

k(si, sj) αiᾱj =
∫

I2
(
∫ +∞

−∞
I[0,|si|[(u) I[0,|sj |[(u)du) αi ᾱj dµc(i) dµc(j) =

=
∫ +∞

−∞
(
∫

I

I[0,|si|[(u) αi dµc(i)) (
∫

I

I[0,|sj |[(u) ᾱj dµc(j))du =

=
∫ +∞

−∞
|
∫

I

I[0,|si|[(u)αi dµc(i)|2du ≥ 0 .

(96)

As a consequence, applying a well know result [46, p. 39], there is an unique (in law) gaussian

process, with index set R, having as a mean function the zero function and, as a covariance

function the kernel k(s, t).

Remark 15. (Bt)t∈R could also be obtained by considering the usual brownian process in

(B̃t)t∈R+ (see [31, p. 233]) and, posing as definition:

∀t ∈ R Bt = B̃|t| a. s. on Ω .

In fact, the following covariance computation, for s, t ∈ R:

E[B̃|t| B̃|s|] = min(|s|, |t|) = E[Bt Bs] ,

shows that (Bt)t∈R and (B̃|t|)t∈R, have the same law.

As a consequence of this remark, (Bt)t∈R, can be thought as the process in R, obtained by

pasting together an usual brownian process with its symmetrized version with respect to the

y-axis. As a second consequence, let’s point that (Bt)t∈R admits a continuous version. This

follows from the fact that (B̃t)t∈R+ admits a continuous version.
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The process (Bt)t∈R has a relation with W , similar with the one that the usual brownian

process has with the gaussian white noise. That relation is the content of the following

proposition.

Theorem 5.4. The stochastic process B = (Bt)t∈R, defines a random Schwartz distribution

by taking for ϕ ∈ S:

< B, ϕ >=
1√
2

+∞∑
m=0

(∫ +∞

−∞
ϕ(t)(

∫ +|t|

−|t|
Hm(u) du) dt

)
ξm ,(97)

and B
′
, the derivative of B in the sense of distributions verifies:

B
′
=

1√
2

(W + W∨) ,(98)

where the operator ∨ is the transposed operator of the operator acting on a ϕ ∈ S by:

∀t ∈ R ϕ∨(t) = ϕ(−t) .(99)

Proof. By Fubini theorem, the integral on the right-hand side of definition 97 can be

rewritten in the following form:∫ +∞

−∞
Hm(u)

(∫ +∞

−∞
I[−|t|,+|t|](u)ϕ(t) dt

)
du =

=
∫ 0

−∞
Hm(u)

(∫ 0

−∞
I]−∞,+u](t)ϕ(t) dt +

∫ +∞

0

I[−u,+∞[(t)ϕ(t) dt

)
du +

+
∫ +∞

0

Hm(u)
(∫ 0

−∞
I]−∞,−u](t)ϕ(t) dt +

∫ +∞

0

I[u,+∞[(t) ϕ(t) dt

)
du .

(100)

Now, let us take for instance, the first integral, in the integrand part of the right-hand side

of this last formula and, define:

F1(u) =
(∫ 0

−∞
I]−∞,+u](t)ϕ(t) dt

)
I]−∞,0](u) .

Using the the hypothesis made on ϕ, namely that ϕ ∈ S and, as a result of an easy application

of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Fubini theorem, we get F1 ∈ L2(R). In fact, we have:

|F1(u)| ≤
(∫ u

−∞
(1 + |t|) 3

2 |ϕ(t)| dt

(1 + |t|) 3
2

)
I]−∞,0](u)

≤
(∫ u

−∞
(1 + |t|)3 |ϕ(t)|2dt

) 1
2

(∫ u

−∞

dt

(1 + |t|)3
) 1

2

I]−∞,0](u) .

Now, considering the function G1 defined by:

G1(u) =
(∫ u

−∞

dt

(1 + |t|)3
) 1

2

I]−∞,0](u) ,(101)

we have, by Fubini theorem, that:∫
R

|G1(u)|2 du =
∫ 0

−∞

(∫ u

−∞

dt

(1 + |t|)3
)

du =
∫ 0

−∞

|t|
(1 + |t|)3 dt < +∞ .
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We have just shown that G1 and, as a consequence F1, are L2(R) functions. Applying the

same idea to the similar integral terms in the integrand part of the right-hand side of 100, we

can conclude that in formula 97, the coefficient of ξm in the sum is a Hermite coefficient of

an L2 function an so, the series converges almost surely. Let us make this idea more precise

by denoting F2, F3 and F4, (respectively G2, G3 and G4) the functions just referred as the

integral terms, similar to F1 in 100, (respectively to G1 in 101). Then, denoting by Fϕ the

function defined by:

Fϕ(u) =
∫ +∞

−∞
I[−|t|,+|t|](u)ϕ(t) dt ,

we have that, Fϕ =
∑4

i=1 Fi with Fi ∈ L2(R) for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. Furthermore, by using similar

estimates for Fi and Gi with i = 2, . . . , 4, as the estimates proved for F1 and G1, we have

that, for some constant C:

||Fϕ||2 ≤ C sup
t∈R

((1 + |t|)3 |ϕ(t)|2)
(

4∑
i=1

||Gi||2
)

< +∞ .(102)

Now, just observe that, by the first line in formula 100,

< B, ϕ >=
1√
2

+∞∑
m=0

< Fϕ,Hm > ξm =
1√
2

W (Fϕ) .

This formula shows that < B, ϕ > is defined by a series which converges almost surely, as

a consequence of having Fϕ ∈ L2(R). Furthermore, inequality 102 shows that the map from

S into L2(R), which associates to the test function ϕ ∈ S, the function Fϕ, is continuous.

As W is continuous from L2(R) into H then, B is continuous from S into H and so, B is a

random Schwartz distribution. In order to compute the derivative of B, it is enough to recall

that the derivative of B is given, as usually, for ϕ ∈ S by:

< B
′
, ϕ >= − < B, ϕ

′
> .

Using the definition of B given by 97 and, after some integrations by parts on the terms

obtained by considering the case t ≥ 0 and the case t ≤ 0, we get that:

B
′
=

1√
2

+∞∑
m=0

(Hm(t) + Hm(−t)) ξm a. s. on Ω .

This expression shows, after some change of variables, to deal with the series having as

coefficients (Hm(−t))m∈N, that:

B
′
=

1√
2

(W + W∨) a. s. on Ω ,

which is the result announced in 98.
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Remark 16. The usual Brownian process on R+, let it be B̃ = (B̃t)t∈[0,+∞[, could have

been studied in a similar fashion, using the gaussian white noise W , by taking as a definition:

B̃t = W (I[0,t[) .

Instead of formula 98, in theorem 5.4, we would then have as usually:

d

dt
B̃ = W a. s. on Ω ,

With this definition, the process B̃ would be a bona-fide Brownian process satisfying all the

properties of Brownian processes (see [61, p. 220]. The process B just studied, does not

satisfy the independence and distribution conditions on the increments.

5.2. The brownian distributions. A natural generalization of the construction pre-

sented in the last subsection, consists on taking as a starting point an isometry between

L2(R, µ), where µ is a tempered measure on R with the Borel σ-algebra and, a gaussian space

H of L2(Ω). A theorem of J.-P. Kahane, which we will state and prove next (see theorem 5.7)

will show that this generalization gives raise to some random Schwartz distributions of the

type we have been studying. To begin with, let us make some remarks on the properties of

tempered measures needed in the sequel.

Definition 5.1. A positive measure µ on R, is a tempered measure if and only if:

∃l ∈ N

∫
R

dµ

(1 + |t|2)l
< +∞ .

It is obvious that µ integrates the function 1/(1+|t|2)l+ε, with ε > 0, whenever µ integrates

1/(1 + |t|2)l and so, if we define:

lµ = min{ l ∈ N :
∫

R

dµ

(1 + |t|2)l
< +∞} ,(103)

then, lµ is a well defined integer for every tempered measure. In some sense, this integer

quantifies the growth of the measure µ at infinity.

Let us state and prove now, a classical structure result (see [65, II, p. 255]), in a form

which will be useful for our purposes.

Theorem 5.5. Let µ be a positive tempered measure, over R. Let lµ ∈ N be the integer

given by formula 103. There exists then f ∈ L2(R) such that, in the sense of tempered

distributions, we have:

µ =
(
(1 + |t|2)lµ+1 f

)′

This means, by definition, that:

∀ϕ ∈ S < µ, ϕ >=
∫

R

ϕ dµ =
∫

R

(1 + |t|2)lµ+1 f(t) ϕ
′
(t) dt .(104)
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Proof. Let us show first that, µ defines in the first equality of the formula 104 a tempered

distribution. Indeed, for ϕ ∈ S:

| < µ, ϕ > | ≤
∫

R

(1 + |t|2)lµ |ϕ(t)| dµ(t)
(1 + |t|2)lµ

≤ sup
t∈R

((1 + |t|2)lµ |ϕ(t)|)
∫

R

dµ(t)
(1 + |t|2)lµ

.

This inequality shows that µ defines a tempered distribution. Now, it is possible to prove

(see [65, II, p. 253]) that, for every ϕ ∈ S:

sup
t∈R

((1 + |t|2)lµ |ϕ(t)|) ≤ || (1 + |t|2)lµ ϕ
′
(t) ||1 ≤ π || (1 + |t|2)lµ+1 ϕ

′
(t) ||2 .

And, being so, we have:

| < µ, ϕ > | ≤ (
∫

R

dµ(t)
(1 + |t|2)lµ

) π || (1 + |t|2)lµ+1 ϕ
′
(t) ||2 .

This shows that µ is an element of the dual of X, the space of C∞(R) functions with compact

support, endowed with the topology associated to the pre-hilbertian norm given by:

||ϕ|| = || (1 + |t|2)lµ+1 ϕ
′
(t) ||2 .

As the map which associates to ϕ ∈ X the function (1 + |t|2)lµ+1 ϕ
′
(t) is an isometric em-

bedding of X into L2(R), its transpose is an surjective mapping from L2(R) onto X
′

(see

again [65, II, p. 249]). This shows that there exists f ∈ L2(R), satisfying formula 104 stated

in the theorem, for every ϕ in the test function space D. This space D, is the space of C∞(R)

functions having compact support, with the topology of uniform convergence on compact

sets, not only of the functions but also of the derivatives of all orders of the functions. As

the space D is dense in S (see [65, II, p. 7]), some usual integration arguments allow us to

conclude. In fact, let ϕ ∈ S and (ψn)n∈N be a sequence in D having ϕ as a limit in S. Then,

as we have:

lim
n→+∞

(1 + |t|2)lµ ψn = (1 + |t|2)lµ ϕ ,

the convergence being uniform in R and,
∫

(1 + |t|2)−lµdµ < +∞, we can conclude that,

< µ, ϕ >= lim
n→+∞

∫
R

ψn dµ = lim
n→+∞

< µ, ψn > .(105)

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is also true that:

|
∫

R

(1 + |t|2)lµ+1 f(t)
(
ψ

′

n(t) − ϕ
′
(t)

)
dt| ≤

||f ||2 (
∫

R

dt

1 + |t|2 )
1
2 sup

t∈R

(
(1 + |t|2)lµ+ 3

2 |ψ′

n(t) − ϕ
′
(t)|

)
.

This inequality shows that:

lim
n→+∞

∫
R

(1 + |t|2)lµ+1 f(t)ψ
′

n(t) dt =
∫

R

(1 + |t|2)lµ+1 f(t)ϕ
′
(t) dt .(106)
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As a consequence of formulas 105 and 106, we have that, formula 104 is verified also for the

test functions ϕ in S.

In order to prepare a lean redaction of the proof of the theorem on brownian distributions,

we will apply this result to obtain estimates of the image by µ of the generating function of

the squares of Hermite functions.

Lemma 5.6. For 0 ≤ t < 1 we have, for some constant c = c(µ):

| < µ, e−2πx2 ( 1−t
1+t ) > | ≤ c (

1 − t

1 + t
)−(lµ+ 3

4 ) .(107)

Proof. Using formula 104 we have that:

| < µ, e−2πx2 ( 1−t
1+t ) > | ≤ 4π(

1 − t

1 + t
)

∫
R

(1 + |x|2)lµ+1 |x||f(x)|e−2πx2 1−t
1+t dx .

We decompose the integral of the right-hand term, of this inequality, into the sum of the

integral over [−1,+1] and, the integral over the complement of this set. The first integral to

consider gives, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:∫
|x|≤1

e−ax2 |f(x)| 2lµ+1 dx ≤ 2lµ+1 ||f ||2 (
∫
|x|≤1

e−ax2
dx)

1
2 ,

denoting by:

a = 2π (
1 − t

1 + t
) > 0 .

Recall now that, for every l ∈ N:∫
R

e−x2
x2l dx =

√
π

(2l)!
4l l!

.(108)

And, this implies, after a change of variables, that:

(
∫
|x|≤1

e−ax2
dx)

1
2 ≤ 2− 1

4 (
1 − t

1 + t
)−

1
4 ,

giving finally the estimate for the first integral:

4π(
1 − t

1 + t
)

∫
|x|≤1

(1 + |x|2)lµ+1 |x| |f(x)|e−2πx2 1−t
1+t dx ≤ π 2lµ+ 11

4 ||f ||2 (
1 − t

1 + t
)

3
4 .

For the integral over [−1,+1]c and, with the same notations as before, we have:∫
|x|>1

|x| e−a x2
(1 + |x|2)lµ+1 |f(x)| dx ≤

2lµ+1

∫
|x|>1

|x|2lµ+3 e−a x2 |f(x)| dx ≤

2lµ+1 (
∫
|x|>1

x4lµ+6 e−2a x2
dx)

1
2 ||f ||2 .

(109)
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Using again formula 108, with a change of variables, we get that:

4π(
1 − t

1 + t
) (

∫
|x|>1

x4lµ+6 e−2a x2
dx)

1
2 ||f ||2 ≤

1
23lµ+ 7

2 πlµ+ 1
2

√
(4lµ + 6)!
(2lµ + 3)!

(
1 − t

1 + t
)−(lµ+ 3

4 )||f ||2

In order conclude, as stated in the lemma, just consider

c = 2 ||f ||2 max

(
π 2lµ+ 11

4 ,
1

23lµ+ 7
2 πlµ+ 1

2

√
(4lµ + 6)!
(2lµ + 3)!

)
,

and observe that:

(
1 − t

1 + t
)

3
4 ≤ (

1 − t

1 + t
)−(lµ+ 3

4 ) ,

for 0 ≤ t < 1 and lµ ∈ N.

We are now ready to state and prove a theorem of J.-P. Kahane [30, p. 121] which, in

the context in which we have been working, allow us, to construct important examples of

random Schwartz distributions. The proof presented, follows the main idea of the original

proof but, relies in the work presented above in order to obtain accurate estimates of the

order of growth of the random Schwartz distribution built.

Definition 5.2. Given a tempered measure µ, a µ-brownian distribution is an isometry

between L2(R, µ) and H a gaussian closed subspace of L2(Ω) where (Ω,A, P), is supposed to

be a complete probability space with no atoms.

This definition makes good sense, since as µ is a tempered measure on R, the Hilbert

space L2(R, µ) is separable. Moreover, as a consequence of the hypotheses made on the

probability space (Ω,A, P), there exist gaussian, closed, separable and non trivial, subspaces

of L2(Ω). By choosing complete orthonormal sequences in both L2(R, µ) and H, let them be

respectively (fn)n∈N and (ζn)n∈N and, associating naturally fn to ζn for each n ∈ N, there

exists an isometry Zµ between L2(R, µ) and H given by:

Zµ(f) =
+∞∑
m=0

< f, fn > ζn ,(110)

where (< f, fn >)n∈N is the family of the Fourier coefficients of f , with respect to (fn)n∈N.

This family verifies:

f =
+∞∑
m=0

< f, fn > fn ,

with equality in L2(R, µ) sense, the series 110 being convergent in L2(Ω). Observe, inciden-

tally, that as:

||f ||22 =
+∞∑
m=0

| < f, fn > |2 < +∞ ,
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the series 110 converges almost surely.

Theorem 5.7 (On brownian distributions). Let µ be a tempered positive measure and

Zµ, a µ-brownian distribution. There exists then, a random Schwartz distribution Z∗, such

that Zµ = Z∗ almost surely.

Proof. As we have that:

∀m ∈ N Hm ∈ S ⊂ L2(R, µ) ,

it will be enough to show that the sequence (Zµ(Hm))m∈N is a sequence of random variables

in the class Cm. As we already know, we will then have that, Z∗ defined by:

Z∗ =
+∞∑
m=0

Zµ(Hm) Hm ,

is a well defined random Schwartz distribution. By the duality formula 77 we will have, using

the fact that Zµ is an isometry and, being so, it is a linear and continuous map that, for

ϕ ∈ S:

< Z∗, ϕ >=
+∞∑
m=0

Zµ(Hm) < ϕ,Hm >= Zµ(
+∞∑
m=0

< ϕ,Hm > Hm) = Zµ(ϕ) .

In order to prove the statement made on (Zµ(Hm))n∈N, we recall formula 78, which gives the

generating function for the squares of Hermite functions. For |t| < 1:

+∞∑
m=0

tmH2
m(x) = (

2
1 − t2

)
1
2 e−2πx2 1−t

1+t .

Now, by the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem, integrating both sides of this equality

with respect to µ and, using the fact that Zµ is an isometry, we have that, for 0 < t < 1:

+∞∑
m=0

tm ||Zµ(Hm)||22 = (
2

1 − t2
)

1
2

∫
R

e−2πx2 1−t
1+t dµ(x) .(111)

As a consequence of the estimates obtained in formula 107, we get for p ≥ 0 and 0 < t < 1:

tp ||Zµ(Hp)||22 ≤
+∞∑
m=0

tm ||Zµ(Hm)||22 ≤ c (
2

1 − t2
)

1
2 (

1 − t

1 + t
)−(lµ+ 3

4 ) .(112)

Consider now that, for p ≥ 1 we have: t = 1 − 1/p. We will have then, for some constant C

and, after some computations on inequality 112, that:

∀p ≥ 1 ||Zµ(Hp)||22 ≤ C (2p − 1)lµ+ 5
4 .(113)

In order to conclude, let us observe that the random variable

Zµ(Hp)
||Hp||

,
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is a standard normal random variable; being so we have:

E[ |Zµ(Hp)
||Hp||

| ] =
2√
2π

.

This, together with inequality 113, shows that:

∃c > 0 ∀p ≥ 1 E[ |Zµ(Hp)| ] ≤ c (2p − 1)
lµ
2 + 5

8 ,

which tells us that, the sequence (Zµ(Hp))p∈N is in the class Cm, fully justifying the statement

of the theorem.

6. Some remarks on the brownian distribution example

In this last section, we are going to present some comments and results tied to the following

problem.

Problem 6.1. Let Z be a random Schwartz distribution of the type we have been study-

ing. Under what conditions on Z, is there a tempered positive measure µ, such that for the

associated brownian distribution Zµ, we have Z = Zµ almost surely ?

As a consequence of the results presented so far, (< Z,Hm >)m∈N has to be a sequence of

centered gaussian variables such that, the sequence of their variances (E[ | < Z,Hm > |2 ])m∈N,

is a sequence of slow growth. Furthermore, as a consequence of formula 111, in the proof of

Kahane’s theorem, we know that the following Hamburger type moment problem:

Mm =
1
m!

dm

dxm
[(

2
1 − t2

)
1
2

∫
R

e−2πx2 1−t
1+t dµ(x)]

∣∣
t=0

,(114)

where m ∈ N and Mm stands for E[ | < Z,Hm > |2 ], must have, as a solution, a tempered

measure. Let us try to pursue this line of reasoning a little further. Denoting by G(t), f(t)

and gµ(t), respectively,

G(t) =
1 − t

1 + t
, f(t) = (

2
1 − t2

)
1
2 and gµ(t) =

∫
R

e−2πx2 1−t
1+t dµ(x) ,

we have that the moment problem, formulated in equations 114, has a solution if for every

p ∈ N the lower triangular linear system, given by equations:

m = 0, . . . , p Mm =
m∑

k=0

1
k! (m − k)!

f (m−k)(0) g(p)
µ (0) ,(115)

has a solution, which we will denote by

(gµ(0), g
′

µ(0), . . . , g(p)
µ (0)) .
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Let us observe that, as a result of a straightforward calculation, he have that for m ∈ N and

k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}:

f (m−k)(0) =


0 if m − k is odd

(1 × 3 × 5 × · · · × (m − k − 1))2
√

2 if m − k is even .

As a consequence, given a sequence (Mn)n∈N, the solution of the linear system given by

equations 115, always exist and, can be computed by induction. Let us detail now the

computations for (g(m)
µ (0))m∈N. It easy to see that, all the derivatives of gµ taken at the point

zero exist and, using the formula of Faa di Bruno ([22, p. 261], [62, p. 248] or [4, p. I47])

which gives the derivative of order m of the composition of two maps, that:

g(m)
µ (0) =

∑ m! (−1)p+q (4π)p

n1!n2! . . . nq!

∫
R

x2p e−2πx2
dµ(x) .(116)

In formula 116, the sum is over all the integer sequences (ni)1≤i≤q such that
∑q

i=1 ini = m and

with
∑q

i=1 ni = p. This representation shows that, gm
µ (0) is a linear combination of moments

of even order of dν = e−2πx2
dµ. And so, if a tempered measure µ, solution of problem 6.1

exists, then, the even moments of dν must satisfy equations 116. Let us observe that, for

every p ∈ N the lower triangular linear system, given by equations 116 for m = 0, . . . , p,

always has a solution. So, problem 6.1 stated, in the introduction of this section, leads to

another problem that can be rephrased in the following manner.

Problem 6.2. Given a sequence (Mm)m∈N of slow growth, does there exist a tempered

measure µ, such that the even moments of dν = e−2πx2
dµ satisfy equations 116, in which the

sequence (g(m)
µ (0))m∈N is, in turn, a solution of equations 115?

At the sight of this statement of the problem, a natural question to ask is: what can go

wrong since as we have already shown, a solution for the linear systems involved always exist?

At the moment, the answer we can give has three main components:

(1) The sequence obtained may not be a solution of the moment problem if it has a

growth which is non compatible with the condition of µ being a tempered measure.

This growth is exactly defined by theorem 6.3.

(2) The Hamburger type moment problem , in itself, that is, the problem of the existence

and uniqueness of a measure having given moments over R, may not be well posed.

(3) The sequence obtained as solution of the linear systems may not be a sequence of even

moments of a positive measure dν if for instance, it contains some negative terms.
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In order to deal with the first component of the answer above, we may formulate a character-

ization of tempered measures which will provide a useful testing criteria for measures which

are solutions of problem 6.2.

Theorem 6.3. Let µ be a positive measure on R. Then, given l ∈ N, a necessary and

sufficient condition for having, ∫
R

dµ(x)
(1 + |x|2)l

< +∞(117)

is that:

µ({ |x| < 1 }) < +∞(118)

and

(∃(ak)k∈N ∈ RN

+

+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k ak < +∞) (∀k ∈ N)∫
{|x|≥1}

x2k−2l e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ k! ak .

(119)

Proof. Suppose that 119 is verified. Then, by Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem:∫
|x|≥1

dµ

(1 + |x|2)l
=

+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k

k!

∫
|x|≥1

x2k e−2πx2 dµ

(1 + |x|2)l

≤
+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k

k!

∫
|x|≥1

x2k−2l e−2πx2
dµ

≤
+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k ak < +∞ ,

as a consequence of having, for |x| ≥ 1, that:

1
(1 + |x|2)l

≤ 1
|x|2l

.

Now, observe that:

2−l µ({|x| < 1}) =
∫
|x|<1

dµ

2l
≤

∫
|x|<1

dµ

(1 + |x|2)l
≤ µ({|x| < 1}) ,(120)

and, obviously, we can conclude that 118 and 119 do imply 117. Suppose now that 117 is

verified. Then, certainly, 118 is verified and, the same decomposition as above yields:

+∞ >

∫
|x|≥1

dµ

(1 + |x|2)l
=

+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k

k!

∫
|x|≥1

x2k e−2πx2 dµ

(1 + |x|2)l
.

Denoting:

bk =
1
k!

∫
|x|≥1

x2k e−2πx2 dµ

(1 + |x|2)l
,

it is true that:
+∞∑
k=0

(2π)k bk < +∞ .
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In order to conclude, just observe that:

2l k! bk ≥
∫
|x|≥1

x2k−2l e−2πx2 dµ

x2l
,

and so, that 119 is verified with ak = 2l bk.

To deal with the second component of our answer, we recall a result of Carleman (see [38, p.

289a] or [52, p. 292a]), on the unicity of the solution of a moment problem.

Theorem 6.4 (Carleman). The Hamburger moment problem of asserting the existence

of a measure ν, verifying for a given sequence (Nm)m∈N, the equations given by:

Nm =
∫

R

xm dν(x) ,

has an unique solution if:

+∞∑
m=0

1
2m
√

N2m

= +∞ .(121)

We observe next, that there is a connection between the Carleman’s condition 121 and the

condition 119 of theorem 6.3.

Lemma 6.5. Let µ be a tempered measure and l ∈ N be an integer for which conditions 118

and 119 are satisfied. Then, denoting for n ∈ N,

µ2n =
∫

R

x2ne−2πx2
dµ(x) ,

we have:
+∞∑
n=0

1
2m
√

µ2m

= +∞ .

Proof. As a consequence of condition 119, we have:∫
|x|≥1

x2(n+l)−2le−2πx2
dµ(x) =

∫
|x|≥1

x2ne−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ an+l (n + l)! .

This estimate, together with condition 118, implies that:

1
µ2n

≥ 1
µ({|x| ≥ 1}) + an+l (n + l)!

.

Finally, using for instance Stirling’s formula, it is straightforward to prove that :

1
2m
√

µ2m

* 1√
n

,

and the conclusion of the lemma is then verified.

As a consequence of theorem 6.4 and, using a similar idea as the one presented in lemma 6.5,

it is possible to establish a criteria that gives a partial conclusion to the first and second

components of the answer given to the question stated after problem 6.2.
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Theorem 6.6. Let (Nm)m∈N be a sequence of nonnegative numbers. Then, the following

propositions are equivalent.

(1) For a certain l ∈ N, there exists (ak)k∈N ∈ RN

+, a sequence of nonnegative numbers,

such that
∑+∞

k=0 (2π)k ak < +∞, which verifies:

(∀k ∈ N) N2k ≤ ak+l (k + l)! .(122)

(2) If there exists a measure ν such that:

N2k =
∫

R

x2k dν(x) ,

then, there exists an unique tempered measure µ such that:

(∀k ∈ N) N2k =
∫

R

x2k e−2πx2
dµ(x) .(123)

Proof. With the hypotheses made in proposition 1 of the theorem, we have that, for

ε > 0 given:

∃k0 ∈ N ∀k ∈ N k ≥ k0 ⇒ ak ≤ ε

(2π)k
.

As a consequence, we get for k ≥ k0:

1
2k
√

N2k

≥ 1
2k
√

ak+l (k + l)!
≥ 2k

√
(2π)(k+l)

ε (k + l)!
* 1√

k
,

and so:
+∞∑
m=0

1
2k
√

N2k

= +∞ .

By Carleman’s theorem, this relation is now sufficient to ensure that the measure ν, on the

second thesis of the theorem, is unique. Considering now the measure µ defined by:

dµ(x) = e2πx2
dν(x) ,

it is clear that formula 123 is verified. It remains to be proved that µ is a tempered measure.

For that purpose, just observe that:

(∀n ≥ l)
∫
|x|≥1

x2n−2l e−2πx2
dµ(x) = N2(n−l) ≤ an n! ,

and that:

e−2π

∫
|x|≤1

dµ ≤
∫
|x|≤1

e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ N0 < +∞ .

This shows that conditions 118 and 119 are verified, ensuring that µ is, in fact, a tempered

measure.

Suppose now that there is a tempered measure µ such that formula 123 is verified. Then,

by theorem 6.3, conditions 118 and 119 are verified and so, there exists an l ∈ N and a
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sequence (ak)k∈N ∈ RN

+, satisfying the summability condition given by
∑+∞

k=0 (2π)k ak < +∞,

such that:

∀k ∈ N

∫
|x|≥1

x2k−2l e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ ak k! .

With k = m + l and m ≥ 0, this implies that:

∀m ∈ N

∫
|x|≥1

x2m e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ am+l (m + l)! .(124)

For the remaining part of the integral, that is, the integral over the interval ]− 1, 1[, we have

that, for m ∈ N:∫
|x|<1

x2m e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ (m + l)!

∫
|x|<1

x2m

(m + l)!
dµ(x) = (m + l)! bm+l ,(125)

where we have written bm+l for the integral in the middle term of the chain of inequalities 125.

As a straightforward application of Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem, we get :
+∞∑
m=0

(2π)m+l bm+l ≤ (2π)l
+∞∑
m=0

(2π)m

∫
|x|<1

x2m

m!
dµ(x) =

= (2π)l

∫
|x|<1

+∞∑
m=0

(2πx2)m

m!
dµ(x) ≤

≤ (2π)l e2π µ({|x| < 1}) < +∞ .

As a consequence, we have that:
∑+∞

m=0 (2π)m bm < +∞. Finally, inequalities 124 and 125

imply that for m ∈ N:

N2m =
∫

R

x2m e−2πx2
dµ(x) ≤ (am+l + bm+l) (m + l)! .

This inequality together with
∑+∞

m=0 (2π)m (am + bm) < +∞, does prove proposition 1 in the

theorem.

In what concerns the third component of our answer to problem 6.2, we are not aware of

any result which could give some assurance that the solutions are always positive. In order

to better understand the possible spectrum of behaviors of the solutions, we have performed

some numerical essays, using the software Mathematica. The program used to perform the

calculations is reproduced next.

r = 20

ad[k Integer] := ad[k] = 1/k7;Table[ad[k], {k, 1, r}]
g1[n Integer] := g1[n] = (1/2) ∗ (1 − (−1)(n + 1)) ∗ 2(1/2) ∗
Apply[Times, Table[(2 ∗ k + 1)2, {k, 0, F loor[n/2 − 1]}]]
a[m Integer, k Integer] := a[m, k] = If [k <= m, (1/((k!) ∗ (m − k)!)) ∗
g1[m − k], 0]

Mtp[l Integer] := Mtp[l] = Table[a[m, k], {m, 0, l}, {k, 0, l}]
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Mtp[r − 1]

tbp[p Integer] := tbp[p] = Simplify[LinearSolve[Mtp[p],

Table[ad[k], {k, 1, p + 1}]]]
tbp[r − 1]

N [tbp[r − 1]]

F [0, t ] := Exp[(−2 ∗ Pi ∗ x2) ∗ ((1 − t)/(1 + t))]

F [n Integer, t ] := F [n, t] = Simplify[D[F [n − 1, t], t]]

zer[k Integer] := Table[0, {i, 1, k}]
For[i = 0, i < r, i + +, F [i, t];PT1[t ] = Simplify[F [i, t]];

eq[i] = PT1[0] ∗ Exp[2 ∗ Pi ∗ x2];

Lit[i] = CoefficientList[Expand[eq[i]], x2];

Print[Lit[i]]]

tad = Table[Join[Lit[k], zer[r − k − 1]], {k, 0, r − 1}]
pm[1] = tbp[r − 1][[1]]/tad[[1, 1]]

pm[n Integer] := pm[n] = (1/tad[[n, n]]) ∗ (tbp[r − 1][[n]] −
Apply[Plus, Table[tad[[n, k]] ∗ pm[k], {k, 1, n − 1}]])
Taf = Table[Simplify[pm[n]], {n, 1, r}]
N [Taf ]v

Table[N [((2 ∗ Pi)k) ∗ pm[k]/k!], {k, 1, r}] Using this program, we have calculated, for each of

the following sequences defined for k ∈ N by:

M [k] = 1 M [k] = 1 + | cos(k)| M [k] = k

M [k] = log(k)/k M [k] = 1/
√

k M [k] = k2 ,

the solutions pm[k], for the linear systems 115 and 116 for N = 20. Next, we considered the

corresponding sequences given, for k ∈ {1, . . . , 20}, by:

R[k] =
pm[k] (2π)k

k!
.

The sequences (R[k+1]

R[k]
)k∈{1,...,19} define, in a natural way, piecewise linear functions. The

corresponding plots are shown in figure 4. For a sequence such as M [k] = 1/k2, the solutions

of the linear systems contained some negative terms and, as a consequence, can not be taken

to represent even moments of a positive measure. A possible comment on the results just

presented is that the necessary and sufficient condition given by theorem 6.6 is probably not

verified for M [k] = k2.
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Figure 4.

So, for this sequence and for the sequence M [k] = 1/k2, it is probably not possible to have

corresponding tempered measures such that these sequences are the sequences of variances

of the gaussian variables defined when the brownian distributions are applied to the Hermite

functions. For the other sequences considered, theorem 6.6 is probably verified and so, the

corresponding measures do probably exist.
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Table of Notations

R, the real numbers

C, the complex numbers

Z, the integers

N, the nonnegative integers

N∗, the strictly nonnegative integers

R+, the nonnegative real numbers

E[A], the expectation of A

M, the space of random variables defined in

Ω, 2

MZ, the Z indexed sequences of elements of

M

T ,U ,V , random periodic, or tempered, distri-

butions

Π = R/Z, the torus

P(A), the set of all subsets of A

||x||B, norm of the vector x in the space B

C∞(Ω) the indefinitely differentiable func-

tions in Ω

S, the space of the Schwartz test functions

IA, the indicator or characteristic function of

the set A

(Ω,A, P), a complete probability space, 1

D′
(R/Z), Schwartz periodic distributions, 1

L1(Ω), the Lebesgue space of integrable func-

tions in (Ω,A, P), 1

Cm, a class of sequences of random variables,

3

CT
n (ω), Fourier-Schwartz coefficients of the

random distribution T , 4

δa, Dirac measure having support in {a}, 4

L1([0, 1],B, dx), the space of integrable func-

tions with respect to Lebesgue measure, de-

fined in [0, 1], 5

Xγ = (Xγ
t )t∈[0,1], Wiener and fractional brow-

nian processes, 6

τa, a translation operator, 7

f̂(n), Fourier coefficient of f at n ∈ Z, 7

T
′
, the derivative of T , 8, 71

T , the mean of T , 9, 72

s(N), the space of rapidly decreasing complex

N sequences, 10, 74

P (D) =
∑r

k=0 akD
k, a differential operator,

13

N (a, b) the set of gaussian random variables

with mean a and variance b, 16

e0, ein, the Haar system in L2([0, 1]), 22

(e0
0, ejm

0 , e0
in, ejm

in )injm, the Haar system in

L2([0, 1]2) 23

�in, a Schauder function 23

D(s, t), the brownian sheet process, 24, 27
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B′
, the Lebesgue sets with finite Lebesgue

measure, 24

(W (A))A∈B′ , gaussian white noise, 24

W (A) i W (B), W (A) and W (B) are indepen-

dent random variables, 24

Γ , a covariance function, 25

H, a gaussian space, 25, 77

< u, v >H, inner product in H 26

W̃ , Hilbert space isometry associated to the

gaussian white noise W , 26, 77

∆D((s, t), the independent increments’ pro-

cess associated with the brownian sheet, 28

ωD(h, k), the modulus of continuity of D, 30

G(s, t), the location homogeneous part of the

brownian sheet, 31

B1 ⊗ B2(s, t), a brownian tensorial product

process, 46

supp(f), the support of f , 50

ψ̂ or Fψ, the Fourier transform of ψ, 52

Jν , a Bessel function, 53

B(0, δ), a ball in Rn, 54

Uα, a remarkable locally integrable function,

57

Iβ(f), the Riesz potential of f , 58

©(1), big O of one, (Hardy’s notations), 60

f∨(x) = f(−x), 61, 80

S ′
(R), the tempered distributions on R , 65

< T, ϕ >, duality bracket for distributions, 70

Hm, a Hermite polynomial, 66

Hm, a Hermite function, 66

am(ϕ), a Fourier Hermite coefficient of ϕ, 67

τ+ and τ−, natural operators for the Hermite

functions , 67

am(T ), a Fourier Hermite coefficient of a tem-

pered distribution, 68

T
′
, the derivative of a random Schwartz dis-

tribution, 71

T̄ , the mean of a random Schwartz distribu-

tion , 72

σ(t), the sign function, 74

B = (Bt)t∈R, a brownian type process, 78, 80

B̃ = (B̃t)t∈[0,+∞[, the Wiener process, 79, 82

lµ, an index of the growth, at infinity, of a

tempered measure µ, 82

Zµ, a µ brownian distribution, 85

Z∗, a random Schwartz distribution, 86
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Amenable (or having a mean), 9, 66

Brownian distributions, 85

Brownian process, 6

Brownian type process, 78

Brownian sheet, 24, 27

Fractional brownian process, 6

Frostman formula, 57

Gaussian white noise,

on R2
+, 24

on R, 77

Haar system, 22

Hamburger moment problem, 88

Hermite,

functions, 66

polynomials, 66

coefficients, 68

Independent increments process, 28

Law of iterated logarithm,

for the brownian sheet, 31

for the independent increments, 37

Location homogeneous part, 31

Normal sequence, 16

Parseval formula, 9

Pseudogaussian random variable, 41

Rademacher functions, 10

Rademacher standard sequence, 4

Random measure, 49, 60

Random periodic distribution, 1

derivative of, 8

mean of, 9

Random tempered distribution, 65

derivative of, 71

mean of, 72

Riesz potential,

of a test function, 58

of a measure, 58

Schauder function, 23

Schwartz space of test functions, 65

Second moment (of a random measure), 60

Slow growth at infinity, 1, 3

Tensorial product process, 46

Tempered distributions, 65

Tempered measure, 82

Wiener process, 6
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